To the Mayor and Councillors of the London Borough of Lambeth

YOU ARE SUMMONED TO ATTEND A MEETING of the COUNCIL to be held in the Lambeth Town Hall,
Brixton Hill, SW2 1RW on Wednesday 23 January 2019 at 7.00 pm

ANDREW TRAVERS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Further Information
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Wayne Chandai, Telephone: 020 7926 0029; Email: wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk
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AGENDA
Appendices to reports – bulky appendices are published on the website www.lambeth.gov.uk and can
be obtained from Democratic Services. They are not circulated with the agenda.
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Declaration of Pecuniary Interests

Under Standing Order 4.4, where any councillor has a Disclosable
Pecuniary Interest (as defined in the Members’ Code of Conduct
(para. 4)) in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council,
a committee, sub-committee or joint committee, they must withdraw
from the meeting room during the whole of the consideration of that
matter and must not participate in any vote on that matter unless a
dispensation has been obtained from the Monitoring Officer.
2.

Minutes

1 - 14

To approve and sign the minutes of the previous meeting held on 10
October, 2018

3.

Announcements

4.

Petitions, PNQs and Deputations
No public notice questions were received.
Petitions will be presented at the meeting by Councillors.
The deadline for the receipt of requests for a deputation is 5pm
18 January 2019. Email: wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk

5.

Cabinet Statement

6.

Opposition Statement

7.

Questions from Councillors

8.

Reports

a)

In year constitution changes 2018/19

33 - 52

b)

Adoption of Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024

53 - 64

9.

Motions

65 - 78

15 - 32

Digital engagement
We encourage people to use Social Media and we normally tweet from most Council meetings. To get
involved you can tweet us @LBLDemocracy.
Audio/Visual Recording of meetings
Everyone is welcome to record meetings of the Council and its Committees using whatever, nondisruptive, methods you think are suitable. If you have any questions about this please contact Democratic
Services (members of the press please contact the Press Office). Please note that the Chair of the
meeting has the discretion to halt any recording for a number of reasons including disruption caused by
the filming or the nature of the business being conducted.
Persons making recordings are requested not to put undue restrictions on the material produced so that it
can be reused and edited by all local people and organisations on a non-commercial basis.

Representation
Ward Councillors may be contacted directly to represent your views to the Council: (details via the website
www.lambeth.gov.uk)
Further assistance
Members of the public are welcome to attend this meeting. If you have any specific needs please contact
Facilities Management (020 7926 1010) in advance.

Security
Please be aware that you may be subject to bag searches and asked to sign in at meetings that are held
in public. Failure to comply with these requirements could mean you are denied access to the meeting.
There is also limited seating which is allocated on a first come first serve basis, you should aim to arrive at
least 15 minutes before the meeting commences. For more details please visit: our website.
Please contact Democratic Services for further information – 020 7926 2170 – or the number on the front
page.
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Agenda Item 2

COUNCIL
Wednesday 10 October 2018 at 7.00 pm
MINUTES
The Worshipful the Mayor in the Chair

COUNCILLORS PRESENT:
Councillor Danial Adilypour, Councillor Scott Ainslie, Councillor David Amos, Councillor
Donatus Anyanwu, Councillor Liz Atkins, Councillor Mary Atkins, Councillor Jonathan Bartley,
Councillor Matthew Bennett, Councillor Anna Birley, Councillor Linda Bray, Councillor Tim
Briggs, Councillor Lucy Caldicott, Councillor Marcia Cameron, Councillor Rezina Chowdhury,
Councillor Malcolm Clark, Councillor Fred Cowell, Councillor Edward Davie, Councillor Jon
Davies, Councillor Jim Dickson, Councillor Jane Edbrooke, Councillor Pete Elliott, Councillor
Peter Ely, Councillor Paul Gadsby, Councillor Adrian Garden, Councillor Pauline George,
Councillor Nicole Griffiths, Councillor Nigel Haselden, Councillor Claire Holland, Councillor Jack
Hopkins, Councillor Mohamed Jaser, Councillor Maria Kay, Councillor John Kazantzis,
Councillor Ben Kind, Councillor Jessica Leigh, Councillor Joshua Lindsey, Councillor Marianna
Masters, Councillor Philip Normal, Councillor Lib Peck, Councillor Jane Pickard, Councillor
Joanna Reynolds, Councillor Mohammed Seedat, Councillor Joanne Simpson, Councillor Becca
Thackray, Councillor Martin Tiedemann, Councillor Tina Valcarcel, Councillor Clair Wilcox,
Councillor Andy Wilson, Councillor Timothy Windle and Councillor Sonia Winifred
APOLOGIES:

1.

Councillor Jennifer Brathwaite, Councillor Joe Corry-Roake, Councillor Kevin
Craig, Councillor Ibrahim Dogus, Councillor Jacqui Dyer, Councillor Annie
Gallop, Councillor Dr. Mahamed Hashi, Councillor Jackie Meldrum, Councillor
Irfan Mohammed, Councillor Jennie Mosley, Councillor Emma Nye and
Councillor Iain Simpson.

DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY INTERESTS
There were none.

2.

MINUTES
RESOLVED:
That the minutes of the previous meeting dated 18 July 2018 be approved as a correct record of
the proceedings, subject to the below change to Item 7, question 5:
“Councillor Bartley responded that councillors from all parties should work together on diversity
and not use it to score political points.”

3.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Mayor noted the apologies that had been received.
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The Mayor led the tributes to former councillor and Deputy Leader John Whelan. Councillors
Anna Birley, Becca Thackray, Jim Dickson, and Tim Briggs, also spoke of their fond memories of
and respect for John Whelan.
The Mayor next led tributes to former councillor Matt Parr, with Councillors Donatus Anyanwu,
Becca Thackray, Tim Briggs, and Jack Hopkins noting his principled integrity and dedication to
Lambeth.
A one minute silence in memory was held.
Congratulations were offered to Councillor Scarlett O’Hara who had recently won the Coldharbour
by-election and thanks were given to all candidates who took part.
The Mayor noted that he had attended a number of World Mental Health Day events
demonstrating the Council’s commitment to this important issue, and that a future Council
meeting would focus on mental health. In addition, a music single had been launched to raise
funds for the Mosaic Clubhouse and attendees were invited to participate and spread the
message.
It was also noted that £1,200 had been raised for the Mayor’s Charity Fund and a second
community session would be held in the Heritage Suite with local artists on 18 October 2018 with
councillors asked to provide names of attendees; there was a special Mayoral reception to mark
World Aids Day on 30 November 2018; and, a Mental Health event on 09 January 2019 with a
special panel discussion.
4.

PETITIONS, PNQS AND DEPUTATIONS
4a. Deputations
Council RESOVED:
To suspend Committee Rules and Procedure, number 10.3, to allow three deputations (instead of
two):
i.

From Alex Owolade on supporting the needs of the Windrush generation and their
descendants, noting the following points:
 Despite public exposure, the Windrush generation still faced deportation;
 these citizens were treated as second class citizens in the eyes of the Home Office, but
were a significant element of the UK’s society;
 they had originally come to the UK in tremendous hope and dreams, but had been
betrayed by British politicians throughout their time in the UK;
 this motion challenged the injustices faced, noting the wrongful continuation of the
Government’s hostile environment;
 their experiences had been compounded by Brexit which was helping drive racism; and,
 Lambeth had a 70 year history of fighting racism, and the Windrush generation and their
descendants needed this help to provide amnesty and secure immigration statuses.

The Cabinet Member Equalities and Culture, Councillor Sonia Winifred:
 She thanked Alex Owolade for the deputation, she noted she was also a member of the
Windrush generation and was happy to call in the Government over its treatment of the
Windrush generation;
 the Windrush generation had played a significant role in helping rebuild the country
ii
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following World War II;
their current and ongoing treatment was a scandal and national shame, which
Government had not done enough to help or compensate;
Lambeth was pleased to support the Windrush generation and had begun further actions,
including to submit a fair and flexible response to the petition, to ensure the Windrush
generation were eligible for the scheme; and,
it was only right that UK citizens receive recognition of their citizenship.

The Mayor also noted his thanks as a fellow product of the Windrush generation.
ii. From Michael Boyle, against walled events on Brockwell Park, noting that:
 The threat of another walled event was critical for the park;
 there was still damage to the park four months after the Country Show with no prospect of
recovery before the next event;
 the walls left behind more damage than any other feature;
 the park was largely incompatible with shows and access or maintaining citizens’ health
and welfare, with regular park users unable to use it;
 the walls made it difficult to assess any event and some persons spent considerable time
trying to find the entrances;
 it was queried whether genuine crime was the real reason for the walls; and,
 he appealed to Council to halt such treatment of the park or at the least to resolve the
security issues so that there were no more walls.
The Cabinet Member Equalities and Culture, Councillor Sonia Winifred, responded:
 Lambeth’s preferred option was to fence, so that it could continue to deliver events and to
do so safely;
 Lambeth was working with parks and Friends groups to deliver a service that worked for
all, and was one of the best services in London with 13 awards and a gold rating;
 events were opportunities, but presented challenges, and the Council was listening to
communities to deliver an improved service with the Events Strategy coming up for
renewal and invited the Friends groups and interested parties to contribute;
 the Country Show had been successful and well-attended;
 feedback received focused on safety, and it was noted that Safety Advisors had found a
large knife outside the perimeter fencing;
 walled events meant that the numbers of police officers was reduced; and,
 the Council recognised that young people and park users suffered and would work with all
parties to find common solutions.
The Mayor passed on his thanks to the Friends of Brockwell Park and other community spaces
for their services and for coming to Council.
iii. From Mike Cushman, raising the implications for free speech of adopting the IHRA definition
of anti-Semitism with all 11 examples, noting:
 He represented a group of Jewish residents and the Palestinian Solidarity campaign, who
recognised anti-Semitism as a problem;
 he had experienced anti-Semitism in Lambeth, but never in the Labour Party and contrary
to correspondence with the Leader of the Council, it was not true that it continued to
plague the Party and was being addressed;
 the definition proposed for adoption was unsatisfactory and lacked clarity;
 there could be a lack of consistency in application with a chilling effect on public bodies,
iii
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especially if those were labelled as anti-Semitic;
adopting the definition may well place the Council in legal jeopardy;
the IHRA did not focus on Jews’ problems or properly definite comments that were antiSemitic as opposed to criticism of policies; and,
if the Council debated or made a declaration on anti-Semitic behaviour, it would also need
to adopt a clear statement on free speech.

The Leader of the Council, Councillor Lib Peck, responded:
 she thanked Mr Cushman for his deputation and correspondence, but disagreed with his
views, and noted her previous work with a non-governmental organisation in the Middle
East and ongoing issues with the Israeli Government’s human rights, of which criticism of
them was not contrary to the IHRA’s definition;
 she was proud of Labour’s record of tackling racism and was one of her primary drivers for
becoming a Labour party member; and,
 the IHRA’s definition was adopted by 130 local councils and unanimously by all 32
London boroughs.
4b. Public Notice Questions
There were none.
4c. Petitions
Council received four petitions:
i. From Councillor Jane Edbrooke, with 22 signatures for a cycle hanger on Rudloe Road.
ii. From Councillor Joanna Reynolds, with 263 signatures for a signalised pedestrian
crossing at Cavendish Road (South Circular) and Clapham Common Southside road
junction.
iii. From Councillor J Davies, with 958 signatures to help alleviate traffic issues on Tranquil
Triangle project with Southwark Council.
iv. From Councillor Jon Davies, with 733 signatures to pull out of the agreement with
Southwark Council on the experimental closure of Brook Drive and Dante Road Junction
and to meet with Councillor Holland.
5.

CABINET STATEMENT
The Leader of the Council, Councillor Lib Peck, addressed Council and raised the following
points:
 She welcomed Councillor Scarlett O’Hara to the Council, thanked the Mayor for World Mental
Health Day and highlighted the programme of talks and activities for Black History Month.
 Lambeth was immensely proud of its diverse history and was where Black History Month was
founded, along with the Black Cultural Archives and Black Opera Company; being at the
forefront of celebrating the Windrush generation and challenging discrimination.
 The recent news coverage of racism in the Council was noted, with more than 60% of staff
from BAME backgrounds. Further work to improve servicing communities and increasing the
numbers of BAME managers was needed, but the Council was open and honest, and had set
up an Equality Commission 18 months ago, alongside a range of programmes, to tackle the
problem.
 The Prospect Union survey (09 October 2018) noted deep inequalities and racism in every
workforce which was not limited to one institution.
 The pressure of austerity on local authorities made inequality worse and harder to tackle, but
Lambeth would continue to draw on its reserves and resources, and ensure that ending
iv
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discrimination were at the heart of what it did.
6.

OPPOSITION STATEMENT
The Leader of the Opposition, Councillor Jonathan Bartley, addressed Council, raising the
following points:
 A warm welcome was extended to Councillor Scarlett O’Hara, with condolences passed to
the families of former councillor Matt Parr and John Whelan.
 The Leader of the Council was thanked for responding to the request at the last council
meeting to bring forward a motion on a People’s Vote. It was felt that Brexit would open the
floodgates to a new tide of racism and the Green Party supported the upcoming motion.
 All councillors needed to be brave enough to support the Green amendment to the IHRA’s
definition of racism, and that an ability to be able to criticise Israeli, without accusations of
anti-Semitism, must be safeguarded.
 The Council needed to acknowledge and not dismiss allegations of racism.
 Lambeth had taken a year to agree the 2017 Equality Commission’s terms of reference,
whilst staff development programmes were still not yet running.
 A full review of the Council’s mechanisms, including whistleblowing and an independent
investigation into staff claims, were needed to restore faith that the authority was tackling
racism.
 There was no justification on the cuts for vulnerable residents in the Culture 2020 and merely
blaming central Government was not good enough.
 There was no justification for a wall around the Country Show and no reason not to publish
the debrief minutes, which showed the police dismissing and devaluing young people. The
decision to wall off the Country Show should be reversed.

7.

QUESTIONS FROM COUNCILLORS
1.

Councillor Nicole Griffiths to the Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air,
Councillor Claire Holland
Supplementary question
The level of pollution was a public health emergency, and it was asked that Cabinet commit
to rolling out exclusion zones around schools.
Supplementary answer
The level of pollution was a public health emergency and the Council, resident groups,
central government and the Mayor needed to work together to tackle it. Lambeth had been
through the courts to get a clean air action plan, and would try to extend no stop zones
around schools.

3.

Councillor Scarlett O’Hara to the Cabinet Member for Housing, Councillor Paul
Gadsby
Supplementary question
It was asked what actions the Council was taking to have good quality temporary
accommodation and support homeless persons.
Supplementary answer
How the Council cared for the most vulnerable was not just a matter of housing, although
v
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temporary accommodation rose 52% in London since 2011, and the Council was prioritising
this work. In particular, the Council was preventing the need for temporary accommodation
with its Early Intervention housing team; by building as much housing as possible, including
high quality temporary accommodation and a £15m investment the London Property Fund;
and by supporting homelessness through its Rough Sleepers team.
4.

Councillor Danny Adilypour to the Leader of the Opposition, Councillor Jonathan
Bartley
Supplementary question
Mental health was a cross-party issue, but noted the suicide of a young woman in
December 2017 whose mother had recently been accosted, with the video put on social
media, of her child’s suicide being mocked by a Green Party activist, and asked for the
Leader of the Opposition to condemn these actions and detail their party’s response.
Supplementary answer
The Green Party had spoken to the mother and the Green Party activist had apologised in
person. Such incidents should be condemned and it was noted that the Green Party had
been expedient in doing so.

5.

Councillor Donatus Anyanwu to the Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment and
New Homes, Councillor Matthew Bennett
Supplementary question
It was requested that additional information be provided on opportunities for affordable
workspace in International House.
Supplementary answer
International House had been re-launched on 09 October 2018 as the largest affordable
workspace in London. These included space for affordable businesses and ensuring that
companies paid staff the London living wage, and for every space rented out commercially,
one would be provided for free, helping create local industry and entrepreneurs. It was
expected that the building would be filled over the next 11 months, and over the five-year
programme would see 850 jobs created for local people. This programme would also be
extended with the next workspaces to be created at Loughborough Junction.

6.

Councillor Liz Atkins to the Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care (jobshare), Councillor Ed Davie
Supplementary question
Police action had not resolved complaints of ASB, drug-dealing and crime in Streatham Hill
and it was asked if additional conditions on Streatham Hill licenses would be placed to
ensure they fulfilled their social responsibilities or whether PSPOs could be introduced to
intervene more effectively.
Supplementary answer
The High Streets Commission had looked at these shops which drained money from the
community and were a source of crime and anti-social behaviour. The Council was
currently reviewing its gambling policy and would put in the toughest licensing conditions
possible, ensure they were abided by, and that gambling took place in a safe, positive
environment.
vi
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7.

Councillor Malcolm Clark to the Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air,
Councillor Claire Holland
Supplementary question
Thanks was offered for the progress elicited from Thames Water on planning matters, but
not on compensation, with the report from Thames Water not accurately identifying all
impacted customers. It was asked that the Council continue to ask Thames Water to pay
£450 to all affected Streatham households.
Supplementary answer
The response from colleagues and residents was remarkable, unlike that from Thames
Water and it was noted that it was unacceptable for residents not to get fair compensation.
Cabinet Members supported efforts and invited councillors to read Councillor Peck’s letter
to Thames Water, calling on them to rectify problems in the compensation progress and to
write 150 cheques to all recognised households and the Council would continue to support.

8.

Councillor Lucy Caldicott to the Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment and New
Homes, Councillor Matthew Bennett
Supplementary question
It was queried why the reconfiguration of Stockwell Cross Road junction improvements had
seen activities hollowed out, a bank closed, and whether the Council would reconsider its
consultation of markets and residents.
Supplementary answer
Funds had been set aside for the market, and a consultation was run for local people, so
that they had the businesses and amenities they wanted.

9.

Councillor Becca Thackray to the Cabinet Member for Equalities and Culture,
Councillor Sonia Winifred
Supplementary question
It was requested that the Labour Group admit long-held plans to gut libraries.
Supplementary answer
Labour were immensely proud to still have 10 libraries and 10 community ones in the future,
which would help wellbeing and the culture programme. Library services had been
changed so that they were operationally sustainable, whilst allowing savings and providing
a service for 1.5m visitors.

11.

Councillor Scott Ainslie to the Cabinet Member for the Voluntary Sector,
Partnerships and Community Safety (job-share), Councillor Mohammed Seedat
Supplementary question
It was requested that detail of the Noise Service be detailed including number of officers,
costings, council-funded police officers and how this complemented the work of the VAWG,
violence reduction unit and ASB teams.
Supplementary answer
There was currently no detail, but Full Council would be fully briefed once available. The
vii
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complex long-standing issues were highlighted, which would take time to resolve during
ongoing cuts to the services.
12.

Councillor Tim Windle to the Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment and New
Homes, Councillor Matthew Bennett
Supplementary question
Further detail on the protection of moving residents and of right to buy was requested.
Supplementary answer
Work on the Fenwick and Somerleyton Estates was due to begin, with residents having
waited a long time for new homes, with an additional 55 new homes for council renters as
part of the Town Hall development. This was delivering on promises during an acute
housing crisis, which right to buy schemes had made worse. Part of the housing
programme was to protect residents moving within the programme and for new persons
coming off waiting lists. It was also noted that the new properties would not have right to
buy as they were not just for this generation, but for future ones too.

14.

Councillor Pete Elliott to the Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air,
Councillor Claire Holland
Supplementary question
It was requested that the monitoring of air pollution continue, whilst it was queried how
successful policies had been, which pollutants were measured and whether monitoring air
pollution would occur in West Norwood.
Supplementary answer
The Council had previously answered this question during discussion of Brixton Road, and
was trying cheaper and smaller monitors across the borough, including West Norwood to
track and better monitor air pollution.

8.

REPORTS
There were none.

9.

MOTIONS
The first motion was from the Green Group, on Windrush and the Government’s hostile
environment. Councillor Becca Thackray opened the debate. Speakers were as follows:





Councillor Maria Kay
Councillor Donatus Anyanwu
Councillor Sonia Winifred
Councillor Tim Briggs

Councillor Nicole Griffiths closed the debate.
The second motion was from the Labour Group on the People’s Vote. Councillor Ed Davie
opened the debate. Speakers were as follows:



Councillor Jonathan Bartley
Councillor Tim Briggs
viii
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Councillor Lucy Caldicott
Councillor Marianna Masters

During the debate Councillor Jonathan Bartley asked for a point of personal explanation (under
Part 3, section 1, Para 15.5 of the Council’s Constitution) on comments made by Councillor
Briggs. Councillor Bartley advised the Mayor that he did not say brexit was racist, and that
comment by Councillor Briggs was misleading.
Councillor Claire Holland closed the debate.
The third motion was from Councillor Tim Briggs on adopting the IHRA’s definition of antiSemitism and its examples without amendment or omission.
The fourth motion was from the Labour Group on International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance
Definition of anti-Semitism.
10.

VOTING
cMotions
Motion 1: Green
On Windrush and the Government’s hostile environment.
Amendment 1: Labour
For: 43
Against: 0
Abstention: 6
The Labour amendment was CARRIED.
Substantive motion as amended by Labour:
For: 48
Against: 0
Abstention: 1
The motion was CARRIED and Council RESOLVED:
Council notes that:
Lambeth residents are part of the historic struggle for equality in this country and that those of the
Commonwealth diaspora - the Windrush generation, their descendants and families - have played
a crucial role in shaping our borough. Our diversity makes us strong, and is to be celebrated.
Lambeth spearheaded the Windrush 70 campaign to celebrate the contributions of the Windrush
generation to our borough and the UK. Local designers created the official Windrush 70 logo and
commerative pin. Community efforts supported by The Voice ran a series events to celebrate the
Windrush generation including the fantastic Harry Jacobs A Snapshot of Brixton: Exhibition, talks
by the Windrush Foundation and an exhibition at Clapham South underground.
The Windrush scandal has brought to prominence the Government’s ‘hostile environment’ policy
ix
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which is having a terrible impact on many Lambeth residents. Detaining and deporting members
of the Windrush Generation and their descendants is a betrayal and a shame on this government
and our country. The UK’s immigration detention system is not fit for purpose and the
Government must end immigration detention. Anyone whose grandparents and parents are here
has the right to reunite with their family.
The Lambeth community played a key role in raising awareness of the shocking scandal and
supporting residents affected. The Black Cultural Archives held surgeries to support those
affected by Windrush immigration concerns. Cllr Sonia Winifred has been working with residents
affected for a number of years. In 2017 she wrote to the Home Office and Jamaica High
Commissioner urging the government to take action. Earlier this year, Leader of the Council Cllr
Lib Peck wrote jointly with Chuka Umunna MP and Helen Hayes MP to the Prime Minister calling
on the government to rectify the appalling situation. Helen Hayes MP has raised the scandal in
Parliament on numerous occasions.
Despite the Government’s apology for the Windrush scandal many of the Windrush generation,
their descendants and families are still suffering great hardship. Children, grandchildren and
family members from Commonwealth countries who joined their families in the UK after 1st
January 1973 are still facing detention and deportation. They have not been included in the
Government’s apologies or measures to put right this wrong.
Despite the establishment of the Government’s Windrush taskforce Windrush citizens are still
being forced to wait months for their immigration cases to be resolved despite a government
pledge to process them in two weeks. The Home Office’s response is chaotic and is forcing
people into distress and destitution.
Council believes that:
It is unacceptable that older members of the Windrush generation are spending their last years
alone in care homes because their own children and grandchildren are not allowed back into the
country, or that families continue to be separated as a consequence of racist immigration policies.
It is unacceptable that those who have lived and worked here for decades are the subject of
immigration raids and harassment. Those who work in our hospitals, schools and other parts of
the public sector should not be made into border guards in sweeping measures that have
criminalised entire communities.
It is unacceptable that people have to go through all of the bureaucratic processes of different
departments such the Department for Work and Pensions and Home Office, to get their lives
back on track.
No one from the Windrush Generation, their descendants or families should be charged
additional fees for naturalisation or passport applications. Additional hardship payments should
be issued to those who need them.
Council will:
(i)
Support the campaign calling for the government to widen the Windrush Scheme
(#WidenWindrush) to include descendants and family members who came to the UK after 1st
January 1973, publicise the legal challenge to the discrimination against Windrush descendants
who arrived after that date, and call on MPs and other Councils to support this campaign.
(ii) Support the call for fees for naturalisation to be waived for all those who have been affected;
x
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call on the Prime Minister government to commission a public inquiry into the Windrush scandal;
actively campaign for an end to the ‘hostile environment’ policy and indefinite detention, and
oppose the criminalisation of Windrush families.
(iii) Call on the Government to ensure that the Windrush taskforce becomes a ‘one stop shop’
for the Windrush Generation, their descendants and families. That would mean that in one place
people would not only get their residence permit but also their British passport and their welfare
benefits/pensions reinstated.
(iv) Set up a working group that will explore the impact of immigration policies on Lambeth
residents who are members, descendants or close family members of the Windrush generation,
champion and secure their rights, and come forward with proposals to ensure Lambeth residents
do not continue to suffer from the Hostile Environment policy.
(v) Review the Council’s policies and procedures to ensure the Council supports those affected
to the fullest extent possible, including fully supporting advice agencies and local community
organisations in Lambeth in their work to achieve justice for all Lambeth residents of the
Windrush generation.
vi) Endorse the ‘These Walls Must Fall’ Campaign
vii) Call on the Government to implement the recommendations of the Joint Inquiry by the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Refugees & the All Party Parliamentary Group on Migration into
the Use of Immigration Detention in the United Kingdom.
viii) Ask Lambeth MPs to continue to raise these matters in the House of Commons, and support
alternatives to immigration detention.
ix) Seek further support for this motion via the Local Government Association, and by
encouraging other Councils in the UK to show their support.

Motion 2: Labour
People’s Vote
Amendment 1: Conservative
For: 1
Against: 47
Abstention: 0
The Conservative amendment was NOT CARRIED.
Amendment 2: Green
For: 5
Against: 44
Abstention: 0
The Green amendment was NOT CARRIED.
Original motion
xi
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For: 48
Against: 1
Abstention: 0
The motion was CARRIED and Council RESOLVED:
This Council notes that:
79% of Lambeth residents voted to remain in the 2016 EU referendum, making Lambeth the
second highest Remain area.
Lambeth council has lobbied the government to protect the rights of the more than 30,000
European citizens in Lambeth, and the Leader of the Council Cllr Lib Peck wrote to the Prime
Minster in a joint letter with 21 other London council leaders urging her to guarantee the rights of
EU citizens.
Lambeth Council Introduced a passport return service, allowing EU nationals to keep their
passport while they apply for British citizenship.
Further notes:
The effect of Brexit on our economy, on the costs in the construction market which affects the
building of affordable homes, and on the numbers of EU workers coming to support our public
services is already having significant negative effects on our borough.
The Lambeth Labour manifesto pledged to “fight for the rights of EU citizens, and membership of
the single market and customs union”.
The Conservative Government’s Brexit plans are a shambles and are unpopular across the
political spectrum. As a result, it is becoming increasingly likely that the UK will crash out of the
EU with a disastrous 'No Deal' that has no public support.
This Council resolves to:
Support the campaign for a People’s vote on the terms of the UK’s exit from the European Union
and to build support in whatever ways are practical.
To call on the government to abandon any plans for a hard Brexit and to give the British people a
vote on whatever deal is finally negotiated alongside the opportunity for a vote on keeping the
many benefits Britons currently enjoy by staying in the European Union.
To write to our local MPs and the Brexit secretary informing them that Lambeth Council has
passed this motion in support of a People’s Vote.
To join other London Councils in congratulating the Mayor of London in publicly backing a
people’s vote.
Continue supporting and lobbying the government to protect the rights of EU Citizens in Lambeth
and across the country.

xii
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Motion 3: Conservative
Adopting the IHRA definition of anti-Semitism and its examples without amendment or
omission
Original motion:
For: 1
Against: 48
Abstention: 0
The motion was NOT CARRIED.

Motion 4: Labour
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance definition of anti-Semitism
Amendment 1: Conservative
For: 1
Against: 48
Abstention: 0
The Conservative amendment was NOT CARRIED.
Amendment 2: Green
For: 5
Against: 44
Abstention: 0
The Green amendment was NOT CARRIED.
Original motion:
For: 44
Against: 0
Abstention: 5
The motion was CARRIED and Council RESOLVED:
This council expresses alarm at the rise in anti-Semitism in recent years across the UK. We
therefore welcome the UK Government’s decision to sign up to the internationally recognised
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) guidelines on anti-Semitism which define
anti-Semitism as:
“Anti-Semitism is a certain perception of Jews, which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews.
Rhetorical and physical manifestations of anti-Semitism are directed toward Jewish or non-Jewish
individuals and/or their property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious facilities.”
The guidelines highlight manifestations of anti-Semitism as including:
 The targeting of the state of Israel, conceived as a Jewish collectivity. However, criticism of
Israel similar to that levelled against any other country cannot be regarded as anti-Semitic.
xiii
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Anti-Semitism frequently charges Jews with conspiring to harm humanity, and it is often used
to blame Jews for “why things go wrong.” It is expressed in speech, writing, visual forms and
action, and employs sinister stereotypes and negative character traits.
Calling for, aiding, or justifying the killing or harming of Jews in the name of a radical ideology
or an extremist view of religion.
Making mendacious, dehumanizing, demonizing, or stereotypical allegations about Jews as
such or the power of Jews as collective — such as, especially but not exclusively, the myth
about a world Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or
other societal institutions.
Accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for real or imagined wrongdoing committed by
a single Jewish person or group, or even for acts committed by non-Jews.
Denying the fact, scope, mechanisms (e.g. gas chambers) or intentionality of the genocide of
the Jewish people at the hands of National Socialist Germany and its supporters and
accomplices during World War II (the Holocaust).
Accusing the Jews as a people, or Israel as a state, of inventing or exaggerating the
Holocaust.
Accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or to the alleged priorities of Jews
worldwide, than to the interests of their own nations.
Denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence
of a State of Israel is a racist endeavour.
Applying double standards by requiring of it behaviour not expected or demanded of any other
democratic nation.
Using the symbols and images associated with classic anti-Semitism (e.g., claims of Jews
killing Jesus or blood libel) to characterize Israel or Israelis.
Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.
Holding Jews collectively responsible for actions of the state of Israel.”

This Council hereby adopts the above definition of anti-Semitism as set out by the International
Holocaust Remembrance Alliance and pledges to combat this pernicious form of racism.

The Mayor noted that the next Full Council meeting was on 23 January 2019, and asked all
present to reach out at Christmas time which so many persons found difficult and lonely, so that
people were not alone and that even the simplest contact could make a significant difference
during this time of year.

The meeting ended at 9.26 pm

MAYOR
Wednesday 23 January 2019
Date of Despatch: Thursday 18 October 2018
Contact for Enquiries: Wayne Chandai

Tel: 020 7926 0029
E-mail: wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk
Web: www.lambeth.gov.uk

xiv
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Agenda Item 7

Council, 23 January 2019
Questions from Councillors
Wards: All
Report Authorised by: Acting Strategic Director Corporate Resources, Christina Thompson
Contact for enquiries: Wayne Chandai, Head of Chief Executive’s Office and Democratic
Services Manager, 020 7926 0029, wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk
Report summary
Questions and answers submitted by Councillors, in accordance with Standing Order 12, are
set out below.
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1. Councillor Becca Thackray
To: Cabinet Member for Finance, Andy Wilson
Council reserves
Will the Cabinet member look at increasing the council’s reserves by less than is currently
proposed in order to mitigate the terrible effects of the Council’s proposed cuts in funding to
children’s centres and those with SEND, which will hit the most vulnerable Lambeth
residents who are reliant on the help and support that the local authority provides?
Party: Green
Answer:
The council’s budget proposals have been put forward in the context of continued government
cuts in our spending. Having found £230 million since 2010, we now have to find an additional
£43 million over the next four years. It is clear that whatever the Prime Minister’s rhetoric, for
local government austerity is far from over.
On top of that, the government has reduced and restricted the Dedicated Schools Grant, which
is partially used to fund children’s centres and services for residents with Special Educational
Needs and Disability.
This comes at a time when demand on services, particularly for SEND, is increasing. There
has been further pressure on SEND services following the extension of the age range to now
include users up to 25 years. We are also experiencing increasing cost pressures on existing
care packages as well as new proposals. These pressures are currently estimated at £4.2
million, almost three times the amount that the council is putting in reserves.
Council’s across London and the rest of the country are lobbying Central Government strongly
to increase the DSG funding for SEND and to restore the flexibilities to local councils to move
funding between blocks based on local needs.
For children’s centres, this also means £1.4 million less funding for children’s centres since
2018. While we have mitigated that in this financial year, it is no longer possible for the council
to absorb this additional budget pressure on top of the cuts that the council faces. However,
despite the challenge, the council is consulting on plans that will protect 18 Lambeth children’s
centres, the 3rd most in London.
Having previously used reserves to reduce the impact of cuts to our services in previous years
and to invest more in children’s services in advance of the Ofsted inspection which has now
produced an improved rating, we are now having to consider how to ensure we have sufficient
reserves for the council. We currently have the 2nd lowest reserves in London, at just 23% of
the Net Budget Requirement.
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The proposed Medium Term Financial Strategy includes topping up general reserves by
£1.5m per year for the next three years. This would increase unallocated reserves to just over
10% by 2023. Reserves act as a working balance to help cushion the impact of volatility in net
expenditure or income across financial years, to smooth the flow of funds when the council
faces in-year cuts and as a contingency to unexpected events or emergencies.
In particular, it is important that the council increases its unallocated reserve levels to around
10% of the Net Budget requirement (the minimum amount recommended to be prudent by
CIPFA) to deal with an unprecedented period of uncertainty. The UK is less than 3 months
away from the proposed exit from the European Union and the increasingly real prospect of
no deal which could have a significant impact on our residents and on the council.
The impact of Brexit has delayed the finalising of the local government settlement, meaning
that the council is being forced to set its 2019/20 budget without confirmed figures on what
government grants we will have in less than 3 months times. And we are entering a period
where the council will be self-sufficient, with council services for our most vulnerable residents
funded by council tax and businesses rates which are tied to the economic performance of the
country and the borough.
At a time of rising demand and huge uncertainty, it is prudent for the council to consider
investing modest sums into our reserves to ensure the council is prepared for the difficulties
ahead.

2. Councillor Tim Briggs
To: Leader of the Council, Councillor Lib Peck
Improvement of Lambeth’s policies
The Conservative alternative budget and manifesto before the May 2018 local elections set
out a number of promises, including measures to:
-

Stop Labour-Lambeth from losing half a million pounds a year staging outdoor events
in parks and commons;
Reverse the cuts to adult social care made by Labour councillors;
Install electric car-charging points from lampposts;
Properly support the London Living Wage for all suppliers and contractors;
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-

Ensure that tenants are safe from fire risks, after basic fire safety checks were
missed for years;
Build new homes on council–owned land like Wandsworth;
Achieve huge savings by setting up a centralised contracts team through which all
contracts with suppliers are tendered and managed, and reducing the scope for
corruption;
Copy many of the above Conservative-Wandsworth policies to give children the best
start in life, Wandsworth being now the 4th best place in the whole country for
children from disadvantaged families to grow up and be successful;
Set up a voluntary fund for top-rate council taxpayers.

However, most of these Conservative policies have now been adopted by Labour
councillors. This is great news for Lambeth residents.
Will Labour-Lambeth now stop pretending that the ‘evil Tories’ are the cause of every
challenge they face, given that Labour councillors now appear to be adopting Conservative
policies, with the added bonus that residents might finally experience a more grown-up
politics.
Can Labour cabinet members tell us what specific plans they have to meet Conservative
party representatives to further improve Lambeth’s policies, and thereby bring the borough
up to Wandsworth standards?

Party: Conservative
Answer: Leader’s Office
I cannot comment on the Conservative party’s manifesto for the 2018 local elections as I’m
not sure it ever made it out of the printers but I am always happy to listen to Councillor Briggs’
suggestions.
It is impressive that Lambeth Conservatives claim credit for policies like the London Living
Wage when Lambeth under Labour has proudly been a Living Wage employer since 2012
whilst Conservative Wandsworth shamefully refuses to pay its staff the London Living Wage.
I welcome his support for our plans for voluntary council tax and protecting services from cuts,
though it is a shame that we are having to consider this in the absence of decent funding and
powers from the Conservative government in Westminster.
Despite the relentless austerity to local services from the Tories that Cllr Briggs has supported
since 2014, I’m proud that Lambeth is also one of the best places in the country for social
mobility for people from disadvantaged backgrounds.
3. Councillor Donatus Anyanwu
To: Leader of the Council, Councillor Lib Peck
Equality Commission
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I very much welcome the Equality Commission one year report published this month providing
an update on the work and progress made on implementing the recommendations set out by
Lambeth’s Equality Commission. Please can the Leader of the council provide an update on
how, collectively with our stakeholders, residents and partners, we are translating our ideas
into actions?
Party: Labour
Answer:
Last October, Lambeth Council’s Cabinet endorsed the recommendations of the Equality
Commission and approved a blueprint for implementing them. For more than a year now,
we’ve been working hard on turning our ideas into actions. Every day, people at the council
and throughout Lambeth have been working hard to translate the ideas, ambition and hard
work behind the Commission into real change.
The one year progress report sets out what has been achieved already, what is in the
process of being accomplished, and what still must be done if we are to make Lambeth a
fairer place.
For example, we have launched the ‘Raising the Game’ initiative to help schools create the
conditions for black Caribbean pupils to achieve and thrive. As part of the ‘Aim High’ element
of this work, the council welcomed more than 600 pupils ranging from year six to year nine
from 34 Lambeth schools to 14 events which took place at the Town Hall, Brixton and
Lambeth College, Clapham every day in October.
We have also published our new Equality, Diversity & Inclusion strategy, which sets out how
Lambeth plans to build on the strength of its workforce and community diversity to increase
BAME representation throughout the organisation, and already starting to deliver on the
commitments it sets out. This includes work with external partners such as Stonewall and
Timewise, and on Business in the Community’s ‘Race in the Workplace’ campaign, to
achieve recognition as a ‘best’ employer for diversity and inclusion. Our aim is to not only be
a leader in that field, but to set the standard for other organisations and businesses
throughout the borough to follow.
It has been a busy year – and a productive one. We acknowledged last year that the council
can’t do everything on its own, but that we could take a lead. And we have lived up to that
promise to be the driving force in the fight against inequality, pushing for action from the
council and its partners - including the Mayor of London, national government and the whole
community.
I hope that this report shows how far we have come in just a year; that we have already
made great strides to achieving the aspirations set out in our report. I hope that, next year,
the council will be coming back to you with even more evidence of the work done by all our
communities to tackle the scourge of inequality.

4. Councillor Ben Kind
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To: Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air, Councillor Claire Holland
Investment in Our Streets scheme, Neighbourhood Enhancement Programme and
other similar initiatives
What was the total investment spend in each Ward, per year for the Our Streets scheme,
Neighbourhood Enhancement Programme or other such initiatives since 2010 and can the
Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air update us on the latest round of investment
by the Council via these schemes?
Party: Labour
Answer:
The Neighbourhood Enhancement Programme (NEP) was launched in 2012 as a more
community-focused way of making a large impact on an area by implementing small
community-led schemes in adjoining wards. Whilst many street improvements were carried
out prior to this across the borough, the NEP was the first to aggregate this type of public
realm improvement into a themed, area-based, community-driven programme of work.
Phase 1 of NEP ran from 2012 until 2014. It was originally identified by “themes” rather than
by ward boundaries but proposed works in the whole of Ferndale, Clapham Town, Larkhall,
Stockwell and Vassall the northern half of Coldharbour and the streets of Herne Hill ward north
of Coldharbour Lane. Because of this, at the beginning of the programme in 2012/13, spend
was not separated from the general highways spend, therefore it isn’t possible to identify lines
in the ledger that refer to the NEP as opposed to other highways improvement spend. In
subsequent years, any spend in those northernmost streets in Herne Hill ward was included
in spend for “Coldharbour”.
Whilst costs arising from NEP were separately recorded from other highways spend in
2013/14 and 2014/15, they were not broken down on a ward-by-ward basis. From 2016/17
onwards, costs arising from NEP and the subsequent Our Streets programme have been
recorded at ward-level.
Therefore, in terms of spend so far I can advise you of the below:
NEP1: Stockwell, Clapham Town, Coldharbour, Larkhall, Ferndale, Oval and Vassall
2012/3 (NEP 1 consultation): spend not available
2013/14 (NEP 1 consultation and construction): £1,660,232
2014/15 (NEP 1 construction): £62,924
NEP2: “Streatham Our Streets”
St
Leonards

Streatham
South

Streatham
Wells

Thornton
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2016/17

£87,810

£135,012

£95,032

£198,982

2017/18

£95,145

£64,182

£29,945

£68,959

2018/19

£107,173

£21,623

£98,228

£39,634

Total

£290,128

£220,817

£223,205

£307,575

In terms of an update on the current round of investment being undertaken in Gipsy Hill,
Knights Hill, Streatham Hill and Thurlow Park wards, consultation took place in 2017 and 2018
working with local residents to identify their key priorities to make their local area cleaner,
greener and safer. It is anticipated that these schemes will continue to progress through the
detailed design, statutory consultation and delivery phases throughout 2019 and onwards.
In terms of spend so far on this round of the Our Streets programme, please see the table
below:
NEP3: Our Streets (incorporating Norwood CLIP):

2018/19 to date
2018/19
come

yet

to

Gipsy Hill Knights
Hill

Streatham
Hill

Thurlow Park

£8,344

£6,998

£21,430

£12,649

£91,000

£88,000

£100,000

£60,000

2019/20 forecast

£100,656 £105,002

£78,570

£127,351

Forecast Total

£200,000 £200,000

£200,000

£200,000

5. Councillor Pauline George

To: Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care, Councillor Ed Davie
Improving children’s healthcare
What is the council doing to improve the health of Lambeth's children?
Answer:
The council is committed to improving the health of Lambeth’s children’s through a partnership
and multi-faceted approach.
We are improving the health of Lambeth children’s from the early years. We have our health
visiting service, comprehensive breastfeeding offer, and programmes focussing on diet and
nutrition alongside our integrated early years pathway for those children in the first five years
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of life. We also have the Lambeth Early Action Partnership (LEAP) which works with the most
vulnerable children in the four most vulnerable wards in the borough to reduce a range of
inequalities including in health and demonstrates the importance of a diverse and coordinated
approach to improving the lives of Lambeth’s children.
In schools, we have commissioned a school nursing service which plays a key role in
supporting health promotion messages in schools. Our integrated commissioning team which
works across the CCG and Council is working on integrating and improving services for our
children with more complex needs. The team is undertaking a community therapies review,
as well as managing a transformation programme to integrate our children’s community
nursing teams. We are particularly committed to improving the mental health of our children.
We know that young people today face pressures that older generations didn’t. We are
working to transform our CAMHs services, to ensure that emotional health and wellbeing
needs are addressed earlier, and in a more effective manner.
In the wider community, we’ve ensured that children’s health remains a top priority. We
introduced a ban on fast food outlets within 400 metres of the boundary of a primary or
secondary schools as part of our ‘healthy high streets’ approach. Last summer we piloted a
‘Holiday Hunger’ scheme supported by the Mayor of London’s ‘Mayor’s Fund for London’.
Brixton Library and Brixton Soup Kitchen as well as other local businesses offered hot meals
for families. Lambeth has been consistently ranked as the number one London Borough
in tackling Food Poverty by ‘Beyond the Food Bank’. To protect children’s lungs, we’ve
introduced a ban on smoking in Lambeth’s playgrounds including in our parks and estates, In
addition, The Children and Young People’s Health Partnership (CYPHP) which works with
children and young people with two or more common long-term conditions.

6. Councillor Joanna Reynolds
To: Cabinet Member for Equalities and Culture, Councillor Sonia Winifred
Events of Clapham Common
Clapham Common is a very important green space in the Clapham community, Lambeth and
London. With poor air quality, the need for areas such as Clapham Common with a mix of
trees, grassland and vegetation is ever more important. What steps are the council taking to
ensure that events on Clapham Common, such as Winterville, do not cause long-lasting or
irreparable damage to the common and do not impinge on residents’ use of large parts of the
common for sustained periods of time?
Party: Labour
Answer:
I share your appreciation for Clapham Common as an important green space. I am very proud
of Lambeth’s Parks and my pride was matched with the recognition from The Good Parks for
London Report 2018. We are the highest-performing council to have services delivered inhouse rather than contracted in. Our highest marks included quality and events. Parks for
London score the events category based on proof of a mix of “charity and commercial events
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that increase public use of parks and promote social cohesion.” Parks and open spaces have
a long history of providing entertainment such as concerts and funfairs and I know that the
range of uses for Clapham Common is part of what makes it so important to the community.
The council is committed to ensuring a balance between uses in our green spaces. In order
to ensure an appropriate balance between uses, no more than 10% of the Common is ever
fenced off for an event and Winterville takes up approximately 6% of the Common. All event
producers are required to pay a damage deposit and must fund a programme of ground
restoration works agreed with parks officers. Officers work hard with event organisers to adopt
strategies and techniques which reduce grounds damage. The Council is in the process of
committing funding to pay for a wholesale regeneration of the main events site on Clapham
Common in 2020, which will result in a high quality sward, able to recover more quickly after
events in the future. Income from events is a vital source of funding for enhancing parks,
particularly in the case of Clapham Common, which has received £131,000 in Parks
Improvement Levy funding from events during 2018/19 alone. This investment has helped the
Common achieve Green Flag status for the first time in 2018; and Silver Gilt awards under
London in Bloom in 2017 and 2018.
We are currently in the process of reviewing our events strategy and I would welcome
engagement in this process.
7. Councillor Joseph Corry-Roake
To: Cabinet Member for Housing, Councillor Paul Gadsby
Works on Oaklands and Notre Dame estate
Residents on Oaklands and Notre Dame estates welcome past renovations and repairs that
have been conducted by Lambeth Council but there are examples of work not being
adequately finished. What steps is the cabinet member taking to ensure all works are
properly finished and what plans does he have to bring more homes in Clapham Common
ward up to the Lambeth Housing Standard?
Party: Labour
Answer:
I am proud of our unprecedented investment of around £499 million since 2012 in upgrading
over 21,000 homes by bringing them up to the Lambeth Housing Standard, making our
residents’ homes warmer, drier and safe. This has included major internal upgrades with
many homes receiving new bathrooms, kitchens and other works, as well as extensive
external refurbishments to communal and outdoor spaces. This is a programme that has
been driven by our residents, with the LHS principles being set in consultation with our
residents.
At present, 73% of homes within the Clapham Common Ward are Lambeth Housing
Standard (LHS) compliant. The remaining properties will be brought up to the LHS as part of
the 2019/20 and the emerging 2020/21 programmes.
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Aside from separate works to install new door entry systems, homes on the Notre Dame
estate have benefited from brand new kitchens and bathrooms. The replacement of the
communal heating and hot water system on Oaklands estate was completed during May
2017 and we also installed a new door entry system to six buildings.
It is important that all works are signed off to a good standard. For example, with Oaklands
estate, the works were signed off by independent consultants together with our Technical
Services team. Officers are not aware of any outstanding works; although they have
attended a number of homes since completion during 2018 to undertake adjustments to the
system.

8. Councillor Jackie Meldrum
To: Cabinet Member for Health and Adult Social Care, Councillor Ed Davie
Strategic Health Partnership Plans
There was a lot of opposition across the country to the government’s introduction of Strategic
Health Partnerships/Plans (STPs) three years ago. Please can the Cabinet Member for Health
and Adult Social Care provide a comprehensive update on the progress of Our Healthier South
East London STP (OHSEL) covering the 6 Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG)
coterminous with the boroughs of Bexley, Bromley, Greenwich, Lewisham, Southwark &
Lambeth. Lambeth is innovating the integration of health and social care starting with a Mental
Health Alliance. How will the government’s move to transform STPs into Integrated Care
Systems (ICS) impact on OHSEL?
Party: Labour
Answer: Adult and Health, Fiona Connolly
The NHS Long Term Plan published on 10 Jan 2019 may further impact upon the NHS
approach at South East London and we will be working with colleagues in the NHS to
understand this over the next few months. In 2018 the NHS partners in South East London
have proposed a ‘system of systems’ for integrated care across the NHS which was discussed
at the last Health and Wellbeing Board. This supports work across South East London on
working together around hospital services and more specialist mental health services. It
proposes that integration with social care and wider council services should be delivered on a
borough footprint at a pace determined by the local health system and council. The December
cabinet discussed and endorsed a paper on Lambeth Together our local borough based
approach to integration and the development of a neighbourhood based approach to
promoting health and wellbeing and providing health and care.
As you say, Lambeth is innovating the integration of health and social care. For example, we
have worked to transform our mental health services. We have worked with community
partners including Black Thrive, an initiative to inform how mental health services can improve
and genuinely meet the needs of black communities. Our Living Well network prioritises
prevention and early engagement with residents with poor mental health. We’ve seen a 40%
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reduction in people requiring acute psychiatric care in only two years. In the context of reduced
funding for mental health provision, Lambeth council set up the Living Well Network Alliance;
a partnership of the Council, Lambeth Clinical Commissioning Group, South London and
Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, Certitude and Thamesreach. The Alliance is part of the
broader Lambeth Together initiative which creates a fully joined up health and care system.
9. Councillor Nicole Griffiths
To: Leader of the Council, Councillor Lib Peck
During the Lambeth Safer Neighbourhood Board Annual General Meeting on Tulse Hill
estate on 29th November it was made very clear by the Tulse Hill Estate Tenants Resident
Association (TRA) that administration and educational resources were needed to support the
Youth Club on the estate. Alongside essential maintenance of the playground and football
pitch areas and the installation of community noticeboards. Cllr Peck also committed to
following through on ‘5 or 6 projects’ mentioned in the Local Neighbourhood Plan. Please
can you provide an update on the progress made and if the projects include the actions
requested by residents such as installing upgraded lighting throughout the estate, entry
gates and CCTV?
Party: Green
Answer:
The meeting at Tulse Hill estate following the recent tragic death of John Ogunjobi was
understandably one where emotions ran high and lots of people expressed their concern about
safety in their community. I attended on behalf of the council to offer my condolences to all
those affected by the tragic events and also to ensure that the council listened to local people
and responded properly to the suggestions were made.
As you say in your question, lots of positive suggestions were made and the council has been
determined to deliver on these. A number of further meetings and discussions have been held
between officers, local councillors and representatives from the Tulse Hill Tenants and
Residents Association since then and a number of actions have been progressed including:
 A specification to refurbish the multi games area has been agreed. This will include
new lighting, increasing the height of the cage with netting across the top as well as a
new 3g grass surface. This work will start at the beginning of February 2019. It has
been agreed local young people will be involved in the design and are currently
involved in discussions about its use.
 Additional CCTV has already been fitted to two high risk blocks on the estate and a
further 6 cameras are to be deployed over the next two months
 Statutory consultation will commence on the implementations of an estate wide Traffic
Management Order to introduce resident only parking. In addition, designs are been
sought for a barrier entry onto the estate. A follow up resident meeting, including young
people, has been arranged to discuss options for an improved road lay out and limited
road closures
 Works to the door entry system, subject to Section 20 Consultation, will commence in
early 2019.
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We are committed to working with residents and the TRA to ensure that we can support their
efforts to make their estate a safer and better place to live.
10. Councillor Scarlett O’Hara
To: Cabinet Member for Planning, Investment & New Homes, Councillor Matthew
Bennett
Creative Enterprise Zone
Following the exciting news announced last month that Lambeth is to be the hub of one of
London’s new creative enterprise zones (CEZ) please can you provide an update on what
plans the council has to support job creation and business growth within the culture and
creative sectors.
Party: Labour
Answer:
There is lots of action already underway in delivering ‘Creative ways to grow’ –
Lambeth’s first Creative and Digital Industries Strategy for Growth (CDI Strategy).
In a boost to the town centre by the Mayor of London, Brixton is one of six successful
London areas to be designated a Creative Enterprise Zone (CEZ). A £5 50,000
Mayoral investment, alongside other existing and planned investments, will aim to
help attract and support artists and creative businesses and develop skills and jobs
for local people in the creative and digital industries.
Some of the projects within the CEZ programme include:







A new business start-up programme will be put in place to help local people
start their creative and digital businesses in Brixton
An international art fair – Brixton Biennale – will be established to showcase
international creativity in Brixton CEZ
Lambeth’s Local Plan will adopt an Affordable Workspace policy to secure
affordable workspace and to safeguard and grow Lambeth’s Creative and
Digital Industries
A Cultural Education Officer will be appointed to foster collaboration between
schools and creative industries
A new permanent creative, science and technology workspace at Beehive
Place

Brixton has recently seen the opening of London’s largest affordable workspace at
International House with all businesses paying the London Living Wage . Several
exciting organisations have moved into the building – including high growth creativetech company Resi; Amazing TV Productions; Business Launchpad (supporting
young entrepreneurs); and Capital Enterprise – London’s membership body for
entrepreneur support providers.
There are many other actions being progressed from the CDI Strategy. For example:
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Lambeth has been successful in bidding and winning an £8m ‘Strategic
Investment Pot’ allocation for the ‘South London Innovation Corridor’ initiative,
in partnership with Lewisham, Southwark and Wandsworth. The South London
Innovation Corridor’ initiative will direct investment into central and local growth
clusters – supporting a range of workspace and innovative business support
and talent development initiatives.



The council’s revised Local Plan is seeking to bring forward measures to
protect and grow workspace, a new approach to public art and better protection
for pubs and venues because night life if a crucial part of our cultural
economy.

To read the CDI Strategy and to showcase some of the borough’s existing creative
businesses and workspaces, the Lambeth Now website has been updated which can
be viewed at www.lambethnow.co.uk/cdi

11. Councillor Pete Elliott
To: Cabinet Member for Housing, Councillor Paul Gadsby
Tenants on the Clapham Park estate who have lived there for up to 12 years face eviction by
Metropolitan Housing who want to demolish their homes. They are being offered the
minimum amount of compensation under the Home Loss (Prescribed Amounts) (England)
Regulations and are not being rehoused by Metropolitan. If they do not accept these terms
they will be taken off the bidding list for council homes and have to begin the whole bidding
process again. Will the Cabinet member change this council’s policy to provide protection
for all residents and ensure that no tenant on the Clapham Park estate is removed from the
council house waiting list and have to begin whole process again?
Party: Green
Answer:
It is just not true that assured shorthold tenants in Metropolitan properties are being taken off
the Council’s housing list if they do not accept the terms offered by Metropolitan and Thames
Valley Housing (MTVH). All Lambeth residents are entitled to join the Council’s housing
register and bid for permanent homes, subject to the normal eligibility criteria that applies to
everyone. It would be helpful if the Green Party could check their facts more thoroughly before
making statements that could cause unnecessary concerns amongst residents.
The council has met with MTVH to discuss this matter, and have been working with them to
offer permanent housing to the residents and where residents move to alternative assured
shorthold tenancies will continue to be eligible for rehousing by MTVH for two years. The
Council will also award higher priority on its own housing list for two years to those residents
who secure private rented accommodation. This council is committed to ensuring vulnerable
people get the help they need despite the government’s continued cuts to local services and
its indifference to the housing crisis.
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12. Councillor Josh Lindsay
To: Cabinet Member for Housing, Councillor Paul Gadsby
Private Landlords
Like many wards in Brixton and Clapham, Ferndale has a high number of private renters. Can
the Cabinet Member for Housing update us on what the council is doing to crack down on
those landlords who fail to provide their tenants with the standard of accommodation they
deserve?
Party: Labour
Answer:
In Lambeth, we are committed to tackling poor landlords, improving conditions in the private
rented sector and to supporting our private tenants. We are increasing the focus on enforcing
higher standards and prosecuting rogue landlords that cut corners. We have already secured
a £10,000 fine against a rogue landlord who was putting his desire to make money ahead of
the safety of his tenants and we also have a number of other potential prosecutions underway.
We secured £314k in funding last year to tackle rogue landlords and we have used this money
to establish a multi-agency task force which is identifying and tackling poor housing standards
in rogue landlord properties. On top of this, we have recruited more staff who are tasked with
getting out there and investigating suspected cases where landlords are not conforming to
their responsibilities and requirements.
Later on this year, we will be launching our new Private Sector Housing Strategy, which will
set out in more detail how we will support people who are renting in the private sector over the
coming years. The strategy is being informed by extensive research and consultation including
500 face-to-face interviews with private renters in the borough.

13. Councillor Liz Atkins
To: Deputy Leader of the Council (Children and Young People) , Councillor Jennifer
Brathwaite
Update on consultation of children’s centres
Can the cabinet member provide an update on the consultation on changes to Lambeth’s
children’s centres and how we are ensuring that parents have full opportunity to be involved?
Party: Labour
Answer:
Our consultation is designed to ensure we gain the highest possible involvement from our
parents and families. The consultation on our children’s centres runs for a 10 week period in
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total (closing 10th February), which is well within Government recommendations for statutory
consultation periods. It also takes into account the festive holiday period.
The consultation process we have developed is robust, and aims to engage all service
users, staff and other stakeholders. It is based on our usual consultation offer plus some
other enhancements. This is based on current Government and Equalities Commission
guidelines and consists of:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Online survey and booklet
Hard copy booklets and surveys in Children’s Centres
Posters in Children’s Centres and other key public places such as GP
surgeries and health centres
Leaflets in libraries
Emails to stakeholder lists
Letters/emails to all service users
Face to face consultation support meetings at the Town Hall
Face to face meetings at Children’s Centres
Using our translation service to translate the booklet into other languages if
requested.
There is Google translate on the website to help people engage with the
consultation
Staff in centres have been briefed to support people engage with the
consultation

Our face-to-face meetings, which are to be held at various times during the day in children’s
centres, are clearly stated in the publicity material, and started on the 8th January. They are
advertised on the Events section of the Lambeth Council website. We will be working closely
with children’s centre staff to ensure that families are encouraged and supported to attend.
We will also work with centres to provide crèche facilities and will provide additional funding
to support this, but are mindful that space and staff ratios will limit the number of children
who can be offered spaces.
We have also taken into account those of our population who may not have English as a first
language. The consultation booklet can be translated into other languages if
requested. Google translate is also available to help people engage with the consultation
online should they wish to choose that method.
We have given careful consideration as to whether providing booklets / copies of the survey
in other languages would be helpful, and are also aware of wider literacy needs. We are
therefore working to ensure that parent’s views are captured in a variety of ways. At the
meetings held with Better Start workers and children’s centre managers (held on 5th
December) staff were clear that they felt best able to support centre users to complete the
survey, and we discussed ways they might do that in stay and play sessions and so on.
We are also scheduling sessions in children’s centres as outlined above, and are proposing
to work with our commissioned ESOL providers to ensure that ESOL learners at children’s
centres are supported to complete the survey.
The general face-to-face consultation sessions being held at Lambeth Town Hall are also
designed to support those with low literacy, whose main language is not English or who have
difficulty in accessing the internet in participating in our consultations.
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By means of a practical update: as of 7th January we have received over 250 responses to
the consultation.

14. Councillor Jonathan Bartley
To: Cabinet Member for Environment and Clean Air, Councillor Claire Holland
Workplace Parking Levy
Will the cabinet member explore the idea of a workplace parking levy in Lambeth, as
introduced by Nottingham Council and currently being considered by Camden Council?
Party: Green
Answer:
The Mayor’s Transport Strategy commits, through TfL to investigate proposals for the next
generation of road user charging, and specifically references Workplace Parking Levy’s
(WPL). Lambeth’s draft Local Implementation Plan, which is currently out to consultation until
17 December also makes reference to WPL’s: “The borough’s main employment centres are
in the north of the borough where commuting by car is not a problem and we would not look
to introduce a WPL in isolation from other neighbouring boroughs. Where commuter parking
is problematic we will support the extension of Controlled Parking Zones (CPZs) to prioritise
resident parking and promote other uses of the kerbside.” It is considered that a WPL is better
suited to an outer London context within an easily defined and managed zone with multiple
large employers, low levels of access to public transport and associated levels of car parking
– Hounslow is considering a WPL for example.
The lack of accurate, up to date information relating to off-street employee parking in Lambeth
also makes it is very difficult to calculate operational costs. For example, Lambeth has
relatively few, larger workplaces where employee parking is available and could be easily
monitored / enforced whereas there are many large organisations who offer off street parking
to their employees in Nottingham. Of these, a number might be expected to be exempted from
any charge e.g. NHS facilities. It may not be practical to apply charges to smaller sites and
these have indeed been exempted in other WPL schemes / proposals. It is also worth noting
that much of the parking consented in new development in Lambeth over recent years is for
disabled use only and it is reasonable to assume that this would also be exempted from any
WPL scheme. Significant future development is expected in growth areas where emerging
Lambeth and GLA standards would require it to be car free. The council itself retains very few
public car parks.

15. Councillor Lucy Caldicott
To: Cabinet Member for Housing, Paul Gadsby
Help for rough sleepers
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What action has the council taken to help rough sleepers during the winter period?
Party: Labour
Answer
During the winter months Lambeth has a Severe Weather Emergency Protocol (SWEP)
which sets out the arrangements that the council will put into place to ensure that people
sleeping rough have access to emergency accommodation during extreme cold weather.
Under this protocol, the council, partner agencies and commissioned services carry out
prompt action to ensure all people sleeping rough have the opportunity to access shelter.
We are committed to helping people to move off of the street and into more permanent
accommodation and we have commissioned a number of services to provide around 480
bed-spaces, known as the Vulnerable Adults Pathway (VAP) within various specialist hostels
and shared supported housing schemes. The pathway assists people sleeping rough and
single homeless people with support needs.
A commissioned outreach service referred to as the Lambeth Safer Streets Team (SST)
conducts outreach shifts seven days per week at different times right across the borough to
ensure they are locating all people sleeping rough in Lambeth.
Lambeth recently securing funding which part of has been used to open a night shelter run
by Thames Reach which offers flexible short term accommodation for up to 12 individuals
who are currently sleeping rough, some of whom may not have a local connection or access
to public funds. On top of this, in partnership with Thames Reach, just prior to Christmas I
had the honour of opening the brand-new Martha Jones House hostel in Vauxhall. Not only
does this brilliant facility have over 40 bed-spaces, as well as rooms and living spaces, it
also provides health and medical services as well as cooking classes, activities and
education around food and budgeting, enabling residents to learn new skills and prepare for
independent living.
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Council

Agenda Item 8.a

23 January 2019

Constitution 2018-19 (in year changes)
Wards: All
Report Authorised by: Director of Legal Services and Human Resources, Alison McKane
Contact for enquiries:
Wayne Chandai, Head of Chief Executives Office and Democratic Services Manager 020 7926
0029 wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk

Report summary
Approval is sought to the Council’s Constitution 2018-19, to in year changes set out in appendix
one.
Finance summary
There are no financial implications arising from this report.
Recommendations
Council
(1) To approve the changes as set out in Appendix 1.
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1.

Context
The Council’s Constitution 2017-18 requires approval following changes by the
administration.

2.

Proposal and Reasons

2.1

Approval is sought to the Council’s Constitution for 2017-18, which sets out how the
Council operates, how decisions are made, and the procedures which are followed to
ensure that these are efficient, transparent and accountable to local people. The
Constitution consists of the following Parts:
Part 1 Introduction to the Council Constitution
Part 2 How the council makes decisions
Part 3 Rules governing how the council operates
Part 4 Codes and protocols
Part 5 Members allowance scheme
Part 6 Management structure

2.2

The changes proposed are set out in appendix one.

3.

Finance

3.1

There are no specific capital or revenue implications arising as a direct result of this
report.

4.

Legal and Democracy

4.1

Various duties are imposed on the Council by virtue of Part II of the Local Government
Act 2000 and its subordinate legislation. In addition, the relevant references are set out
in the Constitution itself, in accordance with the statutory guidance and Modular
Constitution. In considering the recommendations, members should be aware that the
usual principles of administrative law will apply, e.g. all relevant factors must be taken
into account and all irrelevant ones ignored.

4.2

Following the adoption of the recommendations of this report the Council must comply,
as soon as reasonably practicable, with the following further publicity requirements:
(a) Publish annually – i.e. between 14 and 21 days before the first Forward Plan of that
year comes into effect) a notice in a local newspaper giving details of the contents and
operation of the Forward Plan;
(b) Arrange for the Constitution to be available for public inspection and to supply, on
request, a copy of the Constitution to any person, on payment of such reasonable fee as
the Council may determine.
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5.

Consultation and co-production

5.1

None.

6.

Risk management

6.1

None.

7.

Equalities impact assessment

7.1

None.

8.

Community safety

8.1

None.

9.

Organisational implications
None.

10.

Timetable for implementation

10.1

The changes made in the Constitution will take immediate effect.
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Audit trail
Consultation
Name/Position
Alison McKane,
DIrector of Legal
Services and Human
Resources

Lambeth
Directorate
Corporate
Resources

Report history
Original discussion with Cabinet Member
Report deadline
Date final report sent
Part II Exempt from Disclosure/confidential
accompanying report?
Key decision report
Date first appeared on forward plan
Key decision reasons
Background information

Appendices

Date Sent

Date Received

Comments
in para:

Ongoing
n/a
N/A
No
No
N/A
N/A
Constitution 2018-19
1. Schedule of changes to the constitution –

Constitution Changes
Part/Section,
Page

Page 232

Page
57-59

Petition Scheme

Planning Applications
Committee - Terms of
reference

Adoption and
Permanence Panel /
Fostering Panel

From

To

Petitions can be presented to a meeting of the
Council, either by yourself or your local ward
councillor. Dates and times of Council
meetings can be found on the calendar of
meetings webpage. If you would like to present
your petition to the council, or would like
your councillor or someone else to present
it on your behalf, please contact Democratic
Services and Scrutiny on 020 7926 2170 at
least 10 working days before the meeting who
will take you through the process. Where a
petition is presented at a Council meeting,
whether by a member of the public or a
councillor, details of the petition should be
outlined briefly – just the subject matter and the
number of signatures. No other speech may be
made. Such petitions will then be referred to the
relevant Strategic Director for response.

Petitions can be presented to a meeting of the
Council by your local ward councillor. Dates
and times of Council meetings can be found on
the calendar of meetings webpage. If you would
like your councillor to present (your petition)
on your behalf, please contact Democratic
Services and Scrutiny on 020 7926 2170 at least
10 working days before the meeting who will
take you through the process. Where a petition
is presented at a Council meeting by a
councillor, details of the petition should be
outlined briefly – just the subject matter and the
number of signatures. No other speech may be
made. Such petitions will then be referred to the
relevant Strategic Director for response.

(6) Applications which have been submitted by
or on behalf of a Member of the Council (or by
their spouse or partner) or by a member of
the Council’s staff (or by their spouse or
partner).

(6) Applications which have been submitted by
or on behalf of a Member of the Council (or by
anyone listed in section 2.3 under Officers’
Code of Conduct) or by a member of the
Council’s staff (or by anyone listed in section
2.3 under Officers’ Code of Conduct).

The Adoption and Permanence Panel consider
permanency plans for all Lambeth Looked After
Children and are a separate Panel to the
Fostering Panel.
The statutory role of Adoption and Permanence
panel is to consider whether a child should be
placed for adoption and if a prospective adopter

New Title – Fostering and Adoption Panel
April 2017 saw the amalgamation of the two
panels to form the Fostering and Adoption
Panel. This was done to increase efficiency and
flexibility and give the ability to approve foster
carers and adopters in one panel.
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Page 28

Title

is suitable. The statutory role of the Fostering
Panel is to consider applications of prospective
foster carers for approval, whilst revising annual
reviews of approved carers and changes in
approval criteria.

The role of the panel with regards to fostering
includes the same duties as previously. The role
of the panel with regards to adoption involves
the same considerations as before, as well as
assisting with policy and procedure instructions.

Both Panels have a degree of independence
from the Agency and therefore make
recommendations, but it is the Agency that
makes overriding decisions.

Lambeth Children’s Social Care policy will refer
issues to the Panel for consideration and
recommendation in respect of adoption and
foster work. The Panel subsequently makes
recommendations to the Agency, where the
Agency Decision Maker (ADM) will make the
decision on the matter.

When setting up both the Adoption and
Permanence Panel and the Fostering Panel,
the Agency draws upon a Central List of
persons who they consider to hold appropriate
qualifications and experience
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Homes for Lambeth –
Ownership and
Stewardship Panel

• Deputy Leader for Investment and
Partnerships (Chair);
• Deputy Leader for Finance and Resources;
• Cabinet member for Planning,
Regeneration and Jobs;
• Cabinet Member for Housing and
Environment; and
• the Tenant Member.

Membership
The membership of the panel shall comprise of
four councillors from the administration of
which two will be cabinet members and a
tenant member.
One of the Cabinet Members will act as Chair
of the Ownership and Stewardship Panel. In the
absence of the Chair, the remaining members
present at the meeting shall elect one of the
members present (other than the Tenant
Member) to chair the meeting.

The Deputy Leader for Investment and
Partnerships will act as Chair of the Ownership
Appointments to the membership of the
and Stewardship Panel. In the absence of the
Ownership and Stewardship Panel will be made
Chair, the remaining members present at the
meeting shall elect one of the members present annually by the Council at its AGM or in
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Membership
The membership of the group shall comprise
the following members:

As before, the membership of the Panel is taken
from a Central List to ensure a diverse panel
that covers multiple disciplines, areas of
knowledge and perspectives.

years arrangements in line with the Council’s
constitution, each appointment lasting a
period of one year. In making any such
Appointments to the membership of the
appointment (including, without limitation, that of
Ownership and Stewardship Panel will be made the Tenant Member) the Council shall take into
annually by the Council at its AGM, with
account the purpose of the Ownership and
each appointment lasting a period of one
Stewardship Panel and the range of knowledge
year. In making any such appointment
and skills which are likely to be required in
(including, without limitation, that of the Tenant
considering the activities of the HfL Group and
Member) the Council shall take into account the the purpose of the Panel.
purpose of the Ownership and Stewardship
Panel and the range of knowledge and skills
Other Cabinet members may attend meetings of
which are likely to be required in considering
the Ownership and Stewardship Panel from time
the activities of the HfL Group and the purpose
to time. The Chair may invite other Councillors
of the Panel.
and individuals external to the Council to attend
on occasion. The Chair will be the lead officer
Other Cabinet members may attend meetings
and will determine which Council officers will
of the Ownership and Stewardship Panel from
attend each particular meeting and should
time to time. The Chair may invite other
prepare reports and respond to issues raised.
Councillors and individuals external to the
Council to attend on occasion. The Deputy
Leader for Investment and Partnerships will
be the lead officer and will determine which
Council officers will attend each particular
meeting and should prepare reports and
respond to issues raised.
(other than the Tenant Member) to chair the
meeting.

14. Declarations of Local Nature Reserves in
14. Declarations of Local Nature Reserves in the
the London Borough of Lambeth, in consultation
London Borough of Lambeth, in consultation
with the relevant Cabinet Member.
with the relevant Cabinet Member.
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Page 84-85

Scheme of Delegation –
specific Officer
delegations

Decisions Delegated to Business Unit
Managers within their areas of managerial
responsibility:
Decisions on Parks lettings (Head of
Operations)
1. The authority to initiate formal statutory
consultation on a scheme or any part of
a scheme following informal nonstatutory consultation. Note: subject to a
formal report being submitted for
approval.

15. The authority to grant Event Permits in
parks and open spaces is delegated to the
director of Environment, in consultation with
the Cabinet Member for Culture and
Equalities.
Decisions Delegated to Business Unit
Managers within their areas of managerial
responsibility:
1. Decisions on Parks lettings (not falling
within 15 above) (Head of Operations)

14. The authority to make and sign
permanent or experimental traffic
orders where no objection has been
received (Head of Transportation).
Note: requires a signed document to
be kept declaring no objections
received.
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Asset Management
Cabinet Advisory Panel

Membership
 Deputy Leader of the Council
(Investment and Partnerships) (Chair);

2. The authority to initiate formal statutory
consultation on a scheme or any part of a
scheme following informal non-statutory
consultation. Note: subject to a formal
report being submitted for approval.
.
.
.
14. The Assistant Director of Highways,
Capital Programmes and
Sustainability) to make and sign
experimental traffic orders subject to
them enabling traffic and highway
schemes (including controlled parking
zones) which have been included
within the council’s overall
programme.
Membership
 Four Cabinet Members
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.
.
.





Deputy Leader of the Council (Finance
and Resources);
Cabinet Member for Housing and
Environment; and,
Cabinet Member for Planning,
Regeneration and Jobs

Councillor membership:
Councillor membership:
Councillor membership of the board is
determined by the political make-up of the
Council in conjunction with the guidelines laid
down by Democratic Services:
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Equality Impact
Assessment Panel

Councillor appointed to the Adoption
and Permanence Panel;
Councillor appointed to the Fostering
Panel;
Any 2 other Councillors (excluding
those already appointed);
One named Substitute Member; and
Observer: Overview and Scrutiny
(Chair or Vice-Chair)

The 2009/10 panel member composition is
as follows:



9 x councillors, Labour Group;
1 x councillor, Conservative Group;









Chair (Statutory Lead Member for
Children);
Councillor appointed to the Fostering
and Adoption Panel;
Any 5 other Councillors (excluding
those already appointed);

Observer: Children’s Services Scrutiny
Sub-Committee (Chair or Vice-Chair);
and,
One named substitute Member

The panel member composition is as
follows:



Nine councillors, Labour Group;
Director Legal Services and Human
Resources;
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Page 209

Corporate Parenting
Board

Two Co-Chairs (one of which will be
the Statutory Lead Member for
Children);
Vice Chair;

Councillor membership of the board is
determined by the political make-up of the
Council in conjunction with the guidelines laid
down by Democratic Services:





Director Cooperative Business
Development;
Head of Strategy and Equalities; and,
1 x representative from Trade Unions
Committee

Constitution
Eight members:
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Planning and
Development Cabinet
Advisory Panel
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Health and Wellbeing
Board

Head of Strategy and Equalities; and,
One representative from Trade Unions
Committee

Constitution
Eight members:







Cabinet Member for Planning,
Investment and New Homes;
Cabinet Member for Housing ;
Chair Planning Applications Committee;
Vice-Chair Planning Applications
Committee;
Three other administration councillors;
and,
One opposition councillor

Membership
The constitution of the Board is as follows:

Membership
The constitution of the Board is as follows:

Lambeth Council:
 Cabinet Member for Healthier and
Stronger Communities (Chair of the
Board);
 Cabinet Member for Families and
Young People (Vice-Chair of the
Board);
 Cabinet Member for Children and
Schools;
 One other Member of the
administration;

Lambeth Council:
 Three Cabinet Members (responsible
for Health, Adults services and
Children’s Services)
 One Councillor, Labour Group



Strategic Director of Children’s Services
(as statutory Director of Children’s
Services);
Strategic Director of Adults and Health
(as statutory Director of Adults Social
Care); and,
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Cabinet member for Planning,
Regeneration and Jobs (Chair);
Cabinet member for Housing and
Environment;
Chair Planning Applications Committee;
Vice-Chair Planning Applications
Committee;
Three other administration councillors;
and,
One opposition councillor
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Children Services
Scrutiny Sub Committee



Strategic Director of Children’s Services
(as statutory Director of Children’s
Services);
Strategic Director of Adults and Health
(as statutory Director of Adults Social
Care); and,
Director of Public Health

The Council will have a sub committee of
Overview and Scrutiny focusing on children
services. Council will appoint a permanent
membership of Chair, Vice Chair and three
other Councillors with a total membership of
five councillors. The full scope is set out
further below.

Director of Public Health

The Council will have a sub committee of
Overview and Scrutiny focusing on children
services. Council will appoint six councillors.
The full scope is set out further below.
Parental Leave for Councillors

1.

Leave Periods

1.1
Members giving birth are entitled to up to
6 months maternity leave from the due date,
with the option to extend up to 52 weeks by
agreement if required.
1.2
In addition, where the birth is premature,
the Member is entitled to take leave during the
period between the date of the birth and the due
date in addition to the 6 months’ period. In such
cases any leave taken to cover prematurity of 28
days or less shall be deducted from any
extension beyond the initial 6 months.
1.3
In exceptional circumstances, and only in
cases of prematurity of 29 days or more,
additional leave may be taken by agreement,
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Page 291

Maternity/paternity/shared parental/adoption
leave
All Members shall continue to receive their
Basic Allowance in full in the case of maternity,
paternity, shared parental and adoption but
must be mindful of Section 85, Part V General
Provisions as to Members and Proceedings of
Local Authorities, Local Government Act 1972.
(…..if a member of a local authority fails
Maternity/paternity/shared
throughout a period of six consecutive months
parental/adoption leave
from the date of his last attendance to attend
any
meeting of the authority, he shall, unless the
failure was due to some reason approved by
the authority before the expiry of that period,
cease to be a member of the authority).

and such exceptional leave shall not be
deducted from the total 52 week entitlement.
1.4
Members shall be entitled to take 2
weeks paternity leave if they are the biological
father or nominated carer of their partner/spouse
following the birth of their child(ren).
1.5
A Member who has made Shared
Parental Leave arrangements through their
employment is requested to advise the Council
of these at the earliest possible opportunity.
Every effort will be made to replicate such
arrangements in terms of leave from Council.

1.7
A Member who adopts a child through an
approved adoption agency shall be
entitled to take up to six months adoption leave
from the date of placement, with the option to
extend up to 52 weeks by agreement if required.
1.8
Any Member who takes maternity, shared
parental or adoption leave retains their legal
duty under the Local Government Act 1972 to
attend a meeting of the Council within a six
month period unless the Council Meeting agrees
to an extended leave of absence prior to the
expiration of that six month period.
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1.6
Where both parents are Members leave
may be shared up to a maximum of 24 weeks
for the first six months and 26 weeks for any
leave agreed thereafter, up to a maximum of 50
weeks. Special and exceptional arrangements
may be made in cases of prematurity.

1.9 Any Member intending to take maternity,
paternity, shared parental or adoption leave will
be responsible for ensuring that they comply
with the relevant notice requirements of the
Council, both in terms of the point at which the
leave starts and the point at which they return.
1.10 Any member taking leave should ensure
that they respond to reasonable requests for
information as promptly as possible, and that
they keep officers and colleagues informed and
updated in relation to intended dates of return
and requests for extension of leave.
2.

Basic Allowance

3.

Special Responsibility Allowances

3.1
Members entitled to a Special
Responsibility Allowance shall continue to
receive their allowance in full in the case of
maternity, paternity, shared parental or adoption
leave.
3.2
Where a replacement is appointed to
cover the period of absence that person shall
receive an SRA on a pro rata basis for the
period of the temporary appointment.
3.3
The payment of Special Responsibility
Allowances, whether to the primary SRA holder
or a replacement, during a period of maternity,
paternity, shared parental or adoption leave
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2.1 All Members shall continue to receive
their Basic Allowance in full whilst on maternity,
paternity or adoption leave.

shall continue for a period of six months, or until
the date of the next Annual Meeting of the
Council, or until the date when the member
taking leave is up for election (whichever is
soonest). At such a point, the position will be
reviewed, and will be subject to a possible
extension for a further six month period.
3.4
Should a Member appointed to replace
the member on maternity, paternity, shared
parental or adoption leave already hold a
remunerated position, the ordinary rules relating
to payment of more than one Special
Responsibility Allowances shall apply.

4.

Resigning from Office and Elections

4.1
If a Member decides not to return at the
end of their maternity, paternity, shared parental
or adoption leave they must notify the Council at
the earliest possible opportunity. All allowances
will cease from the effective resignation date.
4.2
If an election is held during the Member’s
maternity, paternity, shared parental or adoption
leave and they are not re-elected, or decide not
to stand for re-election, their basic allowance
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3.5
Unless the Member taking leave is
removed from their post at an Annual General
Meeting of the Council whilst on leave, or unless
the Party to which they belong loses control of
the Council during their leave period, they shall
return at the end of their leave period to the
same post, or to an alternative post with
equivalent status and remuneration which they
held before the leave began.

Appointments Sub
Committee Terms of
Reference

and SRA if appropriate will cease from the
Monday after the election date when they would
technically leave office.
(4)
To consider oral representations from
Chief Officers prior to a decision being taken
regarding the termination of their employment
on grounds of redundancy;
(5)
To approve the dismissal of Chief
Officers on grounds of redundancy.
(6)
To appoint a standing Appointments Sub
Committee to normally undertake the above
tasks.
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Parental Leave for Councillors
This Policy sets out Members’ entitlement to maternity, paternity, shared parental
and adoption leave and relevant allowances.
The objective of the policy is to ensure that insofar as possible Members are able to
take appropriate leave at the time of birth or adoption, that both parents are able to
take leave, and that reasonable and adequate arrangements are in place to provide
cover for portfolio-holders and others in receipt of Special Responsibility Allowances
(SRA) during any period of leave taken.
Improved provision for new parents will contribute towards increasing the diversity of
experience, age and background of local authority councillors. It will also assist with
retaining experienced councillors – particularly women – and making public office
more accessible to individuals who might otherwise feel excluded from it.
There is at present no legal right to parental leave of any kind for people in elected
public office. These policies can therefore only currently be implemented on a
voluntary basis.
1. Leave Periods
1.1
Members giving birth are entitled to up to 6 months maternity leave from the
due date, with the option to extend up to 52 weeks by agreement if required.
1.2 In addition, where the birth is premature, the Member is entitled to take leave
during the period between the date of the birth and the due date in addition to the 6
months’ period. In such cases any leave taken to cover prematurity of 28 days or
less shall be deducted from any extension beyond the initial 6 months.
1.3 In exceptional circumstances, and only in cases of prematurity of 29 days or
more, additional leave may be taken by agreement, and such exceptional leave
shall not be deducted from the total 52 week entitlement.
1.4 Members shall be entitled to take 2 weeks paternity leave if they are the
biological father or nominated carer of their partner/spouse following the birth of their
child(ren).
1.5 A Member who has made Shared Parental Leave arrangements through their
employment is requested to advise the Council of these at the earliest possible
opportunity. Every effort will be made to replicate such arrangements in terms of
leave from Council.
1.6 Where both parents are Members leave may be shared up to a maximum of
24 weeks for the first six months and 26 weeks for any leave agreed thereafter, up
to a maximum of 50 weeks. Special and exceptional arrangements may be made in
cases of prematurity.
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1.7 A Member who adopts a child through an approved adoption agency shall be
entitled to take up to six months adoption leave from the date of placement, with the
option to extend up to 52 weeks by agreement if required.
1.8 Any Member who takes maternity, shared parental or adoption leave retains
their legal duty under the Local Government Act 1972 to attend a meeting of the
Council within a six month period unless the Council Meeting agrees to an extended
leave of absence prior to the expiration of that six month period.
1.9 Any Member intending to take maternity, paternity, shared parental or
adoption leave will be responsible for ensuring that they comply with the relevant
notice requirements of the Council, both in terms of the point at which the leave
starts and the point at which they return.
1.10 Any member taking leave should ensure that they respond to reasonable
requests for information as promptly as possible, and that they keep officers and
colleagues informed and updated in relation to intended dates of return and
requests for extension of leave.
2. Basic Allowance
2.1 All Members shall continue to receive their Basic Allowance in full whilst on
maternity, paternity or adoption leave.
3. Special Responsibility Allowances
3.1
Members entitled to a Special Responsibility Allowance shall continue to
receive their allowance in full in the case of maternity, paternity, shared parental or
adoption leave.
3.2
Where a replacement is appointed to cover the period of absence that person
shall receive an SRA on a pro rata basis for the period of the temporary
appointment.
3.3
The payment of Special Responsibility Allowances, whether to the primary
SRA holder or a replacement, during a period of maternity, paternity, shared parental
or adoption leave shall continue for a period of six months, or until the date of the
next Annual Meeting of the Council, or until the date when the member taking leave
is up for election (whichever is soonest). At such a point, the position will be
reviewed, and will be subject to a possible extension for a further six month period.
3.4
Should a Member appointed to replace the member on maternity, paternity,
shared parental or adoption leave already hold a remunerated position, the ordinary
rules relating to payment of more than one Special Responsibility Allowances shall
apply.
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3.5
Unless the Member taking leave is removed from their post at an Annual
General Meeting of the Council whilst on leave, or unless the Party to which they
belong loses control of the Council during their leave period, they shall return at the
end of their leave period to the same post, or to an alternative post with equivalent
status and remuneration which they held before the leave began.
4. Resigning from Office and Elections
4.1
If a Member decides not to return at the end of their maternity, paternity,
shared parental or adoption leave they must notify the Council at the earliest
possible opportunity. All allowances will cease from the effective resignation date.
4.2
If an election is held during the Member’s maternity, paternity, shared parental
or adoption leave and they are not re-elected, or decide not to stand for re-election,
their basic allowance and SRA if appropriate will cease from the Monday after the
election date when they would technically leave office.
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Agenda Item 8.b

Cabinet
Council

17 December 2018
23 January 2019

Report Title: Adoption of Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024
Wards: All
Lead Cabinet Member: Cllr Mohammed Seedat and Cllr Jim Dickson - Cabinet Member for the
Voluntary Sector, Partnerships and Community Safety (job share)
Report authorised by: Sandra Roebuck Acting Strategic Director – Neighbourhoods and
Growth,
Contact for Enquiries: Calvin McLean, Head of Public Protection and Regulatory Services,
cmclean@lambeth.gov.uk, 020 7926 6136

Report summary
The Council is required by law to publish a statement of licensing principles at least every five years under
the Licensing Act 2003 and accompanying Guidance as issued by the Home Office. The purpose of the
policy statement is to define how the Council’s responsibilities under the Act are going to be exercised and
administered by the Council acting as the Licensing Authority. Lambeth’s existing Statement of Licensing
Policy 2014-2019 runs until the end of January 2019 therefore a new Statement of Licensing Policy for the
borough is required from the end of January onwards.
The new Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024 for the borough is the result of consultation and
benchmarking and reflects legislative updates in an updated format which seeks to improve accessibility
and clarity.

Finance summary
The review of the current Statement of Licensing Policy has been funded from existing budgets, and there
are no further financial implications arising from the recommendations of this report.

Recommendations
Cabinet
(1) To agree that the Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024 (attached as Appendix 2 to this report)
be recommended to the Council as a revised Policy to come into effect from the 30th January 2019.
(2) To delegate authority to the Strategic Director – Neighbourhoods and Growth to make any minor
amendments (typographical and formatting) to the draft Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024 in
consultation with the Cabinet Members for the Voluntary Sector, Partnerships and Community
Safety.
(3) That a final version of the Statement of Licensing Policy be presented to the Council on 23rd January
2019 for formal approval and adoption.
Council
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(1)

To approve the draft Statement of Licensing Policy (attached as Appendix 2 to this report) to come
into effect as from the 30th January 2019.
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1.

CONTEXT

1.1. The Licensing Act 2003 requires the Council, acting as the Licensing Authority under the Act, to
determine and publish a Statement of Licensing Policy at least once every five years. Lambeth’s
current Statement of Licensing Policy (SLP) runs from 30/01/2014 - 29/01/2019. A new SLP for the
borough is therefore required, to be published and applicable from 30th January 2019 onwards.
1.2. The Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024 can be reviewed and updated at any time during the
life of the document. The council keeps the SLP under constant review and, from time to time, may
commission research to inform changes to policy.
1.3. The SLP sets out how licensed premises are likely to be permitted to operate and the document
covers the following:
 How the Licensing Authority will use its regulatory powers in relation to applications and
reviews of the activities it regulates, to the extent that it is allowed by statute;
 The main licensing objectives for the authority which are set by legislative requirements;
 The Licensing Authority approach to regulation; and,
 The scheme of delegation.
1.4. The scheme of delegation for Licensing will be reviewed at a local level during the life of the new
Statement of Licensing Policy, and the SLP updated to reflect any resulting changes in line with the
relevant legislative requirements.
1.5. The four licensing objectives under the Licensing Act 2003 are:
 The prevention of crime and disorder;
 Public safety;
 The prevention of public nuisance; and
 The protection of children from harm.
Each objective has equal weight under the legislation.
The Licensing Authority must carry out its functions with a view to promoting the licensing objectives.
1.6. The SLP applies to new licence applications, and applications to vary existing licences (e.g. where
an increase in hours is requested). It also applies to existing licences that are brought to review (e.g.
where public nuisance is being caused). The new document also confirms the expectations on
existing licence holders, such as the requirement to pay annual fees and wider responsibilities such
as those set out within the Immigration Act 2016.
1.7. The SLP, along with current national guidance issued by the Home Secretary issued from time to
time and the primary legislation as set out in the Licensing Act 2003 (‘the Act’), forms the basis on
which licensing decisions are made by the Council acting as the Licensing Authority and how
licensed premises are likely to be permitted to operate.
1.8. The purpose of the Statement of Licensing Policy (SLP) is to outline the approach that Lambeth will
take to implementing the Licensing Act 2003 locally and to provide guidance for applicants, residents
and Responsible Authorities under the Act.
1.8.1. ‘Responsible Authorities’ include the Metropolitan Police, the Fire Authority, Health and Safety,
Planning, Environmental Health, Children’s Safeguarding, Public Health and Trading Standards.
1.9. As at the end of October 2018, 1421 premises licences are held in Lambeth – this includes bars,
pubs, clubs, off-licences, restaurants and private members’ clubs.
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1.10. Activities regulated under the Licensing Act 2003 include:
 The retail sale of alcohol;
 The supply of alcohol to members of private clubs;
 The supply of hot food and/or hot drink between 11pm and 5am; and,
 The provision of regulated entertainment to the public, or club members, or with a view to profit,
such as:
o Film exhibitions;
o Performances of a play;
o Indoor sporting events;
o Boxing or wrestling entertainment;
o Playing of recorded music; and,
o Dance performances.
In terms of ‘regulated entertainment’ exceptions apply under the Act – e.g. for film exhibitions, no
licence is required between 8am and 11pm, where the number of people in an audience is fewer
than 500.
Venues serving alcohol alongside theatre performances would still need a licence, however.
1.11. The Statement of Licensing Policy document does not cover any activity that is outside the scope of
the Licensing Act 2003. In addition, the document does not seek to set out operational activities or
plans for all work planned or undertaken which relates to the Licensing 2003, nor to capture all the
wider work being undertaken or planned around alcohol in the borough.
1.12. The Planning and Licensing regimes operate in parallel, with separate legislation governing each
policy. Planning considerations are outside the scope of the Statement of Licensing Policy 20192024. In addition, the Statement of Licensing Policy gives guidance only and each case is considered
on a case by case basis under the applicable legislation.

2.

PROPOSAL AND REASONS

2.1. The new draft Statement of Licensing Policy for the borough has been prepared with reference to
the current policy, legislative updates, and benchmarking against other boroughs’ policies and
consultation. In addition, the format of the current SLP has been updated in order to make the new
document easier to read and more accessible.
2.2. The final draft has been produced a result of the following stages:
2.2.1. Stage 1: Production of first draft
Review of current SLP: The first draft of the new SLP was produced by undertaking a review of the
extant policy document.
Initial consultation with key stakeholders: including the Responsible Authorities under the
Licensing Act; Business Improvement Districts – Waterloo, Southbank, Vauxhall, Streatham, Brixton
and Clapham; Safer Neighbourhood Panel Chairs; The British Beer and Pub Association and
Hospitality UK (part formerly the ALMR); and Lambeth Councillors.
Application of best practice: using the London Statement of Licensing Policy review criteria to
assess the existing Statement of Licensing Policy for the borough.
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Assessing changes in legislation, the s182 Guidance and other developments more widely
(for example the Mayor’s Vision for London as a 24-Hour City)
Building on the findings from the Council’s previous review work from 2017 on the current
SLP
Benchmarking against other Local Authorities’ Statements of Licensing Policy: identifying
new approaches and best practice in the most recent Statements of Licensing Policy to be published.
2.2.2. The outcomes from the above and key differences between the current SLP and Draft 1 were as
follows:


Retention of some of the key successful elements of the current SLP including the classification
of the borough into types of areas with associated terminal hours for licensable activities,
commensurate with the nature of the different areas of the borough; the requirement for applicants
to demonstrate an understanding of the area they intend to operate in; the emphasis on businesses’
responsibility to ensure the safety of their customers and the prevention of and response to sexual
violence and harassment.



Format
Changes were made to the structure and language to improve accessibility and understanding of
the positions outlined in the draft document – including specific numbered policies for ease of
reference.
Clear appendices setting out guidance against each of the Licensing objectives; the Licensing SubCommittee Hearing process; and the Licensing review process were included, as well as a clearer
statement on the process for applications, including a table of the Responsible Authorities and their
contact details.
An updated section on aspirations and intent, including a clearer statement of support for compliant,
well-regulated business was incorporated into the draft document.



Legislative updates
Clarifications were added to address legislative or Section182 Guidance changes.
The SLP now states that all licensed premises are expected to familiarise themselves with and
adhere to their responsibilities regarding the prevention of Illegal working under the Immigration Act
2016 and all aspects of the Act.
All licensed premises are expected to familiarise themselves with and adhere to their legal
responsibilities regarding the prevention of Modern Slavery, which is a term used to encapsulate
both offences in the Modern Slavery Act: 1) slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory labour; and
2) human trafficking and this has been made explicit in the updated draft SLP.



Alignment and position in relation to other policies and regimes
A clearer statement on alignment with the Planning regime (as outlined in s182 Guidance issued
under the Licensing Act 2003).
A statement on the alignment with the Mayor of London’s 24-Hour City Vision.
A clearer statement on partnership working, both between Responsible Authorities and between
officers and businesses and communities.



Policies
Since April 2013 it has been possible to suspend licences when annual fees have not been paid. A
clearer statement on the policy for licencing fees and the actions taken if these are not paid when
due is now included in the SLP.
A clearer policy on enforcement approaches.
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A policy on outside spaces, in terms of expectations around uses and management.
An expectation in the Temporary Events Notices (TENs) policy that, where relevant, these will be
accompanied with evidence of appropriate permissions to use public or Council-owned land and
venues.
Updated information on the policy for Cumulative Impact (as outlined in the s182 Guidance).
An amended and expanded age verification policy.
A new policy on delivery services, and the expectations that will be specific to them.
A new policy on dispersal and entry to licensed premises.


Health
A new section on alcohol-related risks and associated economic/ social impact.
An extended policy on health, including expectations outlined by Public Health where these are
relevant to the Licensing Act 2003.
An updated section outlining preferred hours of operation for different types of venues in different
locations including preferred start times for some venue types of 11am.



In addition, the updated draft indicates that applicants may seek the views of the Responsible
Authorities before formally submitting an application, and that there may be a charge for this service.
It is intended that the Council will explore the potential for introducing charging for the provision of
pre-application advice for Licensing, and subject to feasibility, will introduce this accordingly during
the life of the new Statement of Licensing Policy.

2.2.3. Stage 2: Production of final draft
Public consultation on Draft 1 of the new Statement of Licensing Policy took place over a 6week period between 12 September 2018 and 24 October 2018. Where feedback, suggestions and
comments were within scope of the Licensing Act 2003 and the Statement of Licensing Policy, these
were assessed and incorporated as appropriate.
An analysis and full breakdown of the public consultation outcomes and any resulting amendments
to the draft SLP were presented to the Licensing Committee on 27th November 2018 together with
the resulting updated draft document. A summary of the public consultation and outcomes is outlined
below.
2.2.4. The public consultation consisted of a web page on the Lambeth consultations website which
included:
 a summary document;
 a full version of the draft new Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024; and,
 an electronic survey (‘snapsurvey’) with a range of questions on the draft SLP and which also
requested details from respondents covering demographic information and their relationship
to the London Borough of Lambeth.
Two sessions with Ward Councillors were also held.
2.2.5. During the six-week public consultation period, 108 submissions were received via the online survey
on the Council’s consultation website. A further 12 separate written submissions were received by
the Licensing Authority from a range of statutory, business and residents’ organisations.
A further substantive submission was received on 29/10/18 which was outside the window of the
consultation period and so the response was not included in the analysis. However the comments
and suggested amendments within this submission had either already been addressed or were
determined to be outside of SLP scope.
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2.3. Online survey: Free text responses; and Substantive submissions
2.3.1. In total, 251 elements of free text response were received for the consultation through the electronic
survey from the 108 respondents who participated in the online survey. These free text responses
and comments ranged widely from general views in relation to the draft Statement of Licensing Policy
(SLP) or specific aspects of the document, to detailed concerns relating to specific locations, venues
or circumstances.
2.3.2. The free text responses and the substantive submissions were analysed and where these related to
matters that were within the scope of the SLP these were assessed and incorporated as appropriate.
2.3.3. A number of the suggestions and comments related to Licensing operational practice and wider
enforcement issues and approach. Concerns were raised, for example, in relation to street drinking
within particular areas and also to noise from specific licensed premises. Although not taken forward
for the purposes of this exercise, these are being assessed separately.
2.3.4. In addition, some areas raised were outside of the scope of the Licensing Act and the related
decision-making process. The ‘Agent of Change’ principle, for example, relates to Planning and is
not currently applicable but progress on this and relevance to Licensing will be reviewed accordingly
during any interim review of the Statement of Policy.
2.4. Standalone substantive responses to the consultation were received from the 12 parties below:
 The Brixton Society;
 Clapham BID (‘This is Clapham’);
 Cllr Fred Cowell, Chair of Licensing Committee and Licensing Sub-Committee;
 Lambeth Council Licensing team;
 Lambeth Police;
 London Night Time Czar Amy Lamé;
 Multi Agency Reducing Harm from Alcohol Group;
 Norwood Forum;
 Safer Neighbourhood Panel Chairs;
 Sleepless in Brixton;
 SMW Cottages Residents’ and Tenants’ Association; and,
 Violence Against Women and Girls Team (Lambeth Council).
2.5. The outcomes from the public consultation and key differences between Draft 1 and Draft 2 - the
final draft of the SLP - are as follows:


Format and wording
Wording has been refined further throughout the document to improve clarity and accuracy
Although the setting of the local Statement of Licensing Policy allows for some flexibility in content
and approach, some areas and processes are determined by legislation and not by the Council, such
as the parties who can object to a Temporary Event Notice



Policies and Appendices
A final list of 17 specific policies now in the SLP including Violence Against Women and Girls (VAWG)
along with clarification of the linkages and separate jurisdictions relating to VAWG; Dispersal and
entry; expanded section on Temporary Events
Clearer guidance in the SLP around the process for applications and fees, and a glossary of
Licensing terms is now included
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A policy setting out the requirement for consideration of potential resource impacts falling on the
Council and, where appropriate, wider services
A minimum unit price policy that aligns with current Government legislation on no sale of alcohol
being sold below cost plus VAT is included in the SLP
Appendices have been updated to provide further clarification – e.g. the addition of ‘Festivals and
outdoor events’ to the list of types of premises
New preferred start times (11am for off-licences, pubs and night clubs) received no substantial
comment and were welcomed where raised. Differing views were received on the recommended
hours within the SLP, with requests that these should be ‘more restrictive’, while another respondent
felt that 2am was ‘too early’ for night clubs to close
Narrative was included on Sexual Entertainment Venues (SEV) in the draft SLP for the first time (this
is in line with neighbouring boroughs’ SLPs, e.g. Southwark). This inclusion triggered comments in
response to the consultation both via the online survey and the substantive submissions. SEVs
operate under different legislation and are subject to a separate SEV policy and so this section of
the SLP has now been removed for clarity.


General
More detailed measures have been included in the SLP relating to expectations around the
safeguarding of children and addressing child sexual exploitation
Additional sections throughout the updated document include links to existing support and guidance
available through the Lambeth Council (and other) websites
There is increased clarification of licence holders’ responsibilities around serving to intoxicated
patrons, including for the delivery of alcohol (knowingly serving alcohol to an intoxicated person is a
criminal offence)
Requirements regarding access by people with disabilities was raised by respondents to the online
survey and the substantive responses and has been incorporated into the proposed new draft SLP
document
The consultation resulted in requests for the introduction of a Cumulative Impact Policy for Brixton
(6 via the online survey; 2 from the substantive submissions)
A common theme across all responses to the public consultation is a desire for Planning and
Licensing to work in synergy, particularly in relation to opening and closing times and permitted hours
of licensable activities. All Licensing Authorities under the Licensing Act 2003 must separate
Planning and Licensing policy under the different legislative regimes and undertake associated
decision-making separately. At an operational level there are opportunities for Licensing and
Planning to work in alignment and this has been reflected in the wording of the new draft SLP.

3.

FINANCE

3.1. The review of the Statement of Licensing Policy 2014-2019 and production of the new Statement of
Licensing Policy 2019-2024 are funded from existing budgets, and there are no further financial
implications arising from the recommendations of this report.

4.

LEGAL AND DEMOCRACY

4.1. The Licensing Act 2003 (‘the Act’) established a single integrated system for licensing premises that
are used for alcohol, entertainment and late night refreshment. Under this legislation, each local
authority is known as the ‘Licensing Authority’ and is responsible for licensing alcohol, entertainment
and late night refreshment in its geographical area.
4.2. Section 5(1) of the Act requires the Council, as the Licensing Authority, to determine and publish a
statement of its policy with respect to the exercise of its licensing functions under the Act, at least
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once every five years. During this period, the policy must be kept under review and the licensing
authority may make such revisions to it, at such times, as it considers appropriate. The extant policy
was adopted in January 2014 and the fresh Policy needs to have been determined and published
by no later than 30th January 2019.
4.3. When preparing its licensing policy, the Council is required to have regard to the promotion of the
four licensing objectives specified at Section 4 of the Act, namely:
 the prevention of crime and disorder;
 public safety;
 the prevention of public nuisance; and,
 the protection of children from harm.
4.4. The Council is also required to have regard to the statutory guidance issued by the Secretary of
State under Section 182 of the Act.
4.5. Under the Council’s constitution (page 32, Part 2 –Section 1), the Licensing Committee’s remit
includes the power: “To exercise the functions, powers and duties of the Council in relation to all
licensing matters, as required by statute”. Pursuant to the Local Authorities (Functions and
Responsibilities) (England) Regulations 2000 the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy is required
to be part of the Council’s policy framework and the adoption of that Policy falls to be made by full
Council.
4.6. Section 5(3) of the Act sets out who the Council is required to consult with. A list of such is set out
at paragraph 5.1. to this report.
4.7. A summary of the history and outcomes of statutory consultation undertaken to date is detailed in
the body of this report. The following principles of consultation were set out in a recent High Court
case: First, a consultation had to be at a time when proposals were still at a formative stage. Second,
the proposer had to give accurate and sufficient reasons for any proposal to permit of intelligent
consideration and meaningful response. Third, adequate time had to be given for consideration and
response, and finally, the product of consultation had to be considered with a receptive mind and
conscientiously taken into account in finalising any statutory proposals. The process of consultation
had to be effective and looked at as a whole it had to be fair. Fairness might require consultation not
only upon the preferred option, but also upon discarded options. The process for adopting a new
licensing policy includes a statutory consultation stage. The Council is obliged to take account of any
representations made at that stage and any material objections received will need to be reported
back to the decision maker before an Order is made. All representations received must be properly
considered in the light of administrative law principles, Human Rights law and the relevant statutory
principles.
4.8. Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 sets out the public sector equality duty, i.e. that all public bodies
are under an obligation to have ‘due regard’ to eliminating unlawful discrimination, advancing equality
and fostering good relations in the contexts of age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, marriage and civil partnership, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.
4.9. Section 149 (1) (b) of the Act states that: a public authority must, in the exercise of its functions, have
due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it. Part of the duty to have “due regard” where
there is disproportionate impact will be to take steps to mitigate the impact and the Council must
demonstrate that this has been done, and/or justify the decision, on the basis that it is a proportionate
means of achieving a legitimate aim.
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4.10. The Equality Duty must be complied with before and at the time that a particular policy is under
consideration or decision is taken – that is, in the development of policy options, and in making a
final decision. A public body cannot satisfy the Equality Duty by justifying a decision after it has been
taken.
4.11. This proposed key decision was entered in the Forward Plan on 9 November 2018 and the necessary
28 clear days’ notice has been given. The report will be published for five clear days before the
decision is considered by Cabinet. Should it be approved, a further period of five clear days, the
call-in period, must then elapse before the decision becomes effective. If the decision is called-in
during this period, it cannot be enacted until the call-in has been considered and resolved.

5.

CONSULTATION AND CO-PRODUCTION

5.1. Section 5(3) of the Licensing Act 2003 sets out a statutory scheme for consultation on the five-year
licensing policy and any reviews of the policy. The requirements are to consult with:
(a) the chief officer of police for the licensing authority's area;
(b) the fire and rescue authority for that area:
(ba) each Local Health Board for an area any part of which is in the licensing authority's
area,
(bb) each local authority in England whose public health functions within the meaning of
the National Health Service Act 2006 are exercisable in respect of an area any part of
which is in the licensing authority's area;
(c) such persons as the licensing authority considers to be representative of holders of premises
licences issued by that authority;
(d) such persons as the licensing authority considers to be representative of holders of club
premises certificates issued by that authority;
(e) such persons as the licensing authority considers to be representative of holders of personal
licences issued by that authority; and,
(f)
such other persons as the licensing authority considers to be representative of businesses and
residents in its area.
5.2. Initial consultation was undertaken with:
 The Responsible Authorities under the Licensing Act: Licensing, Community Safety, Police,
Planning, Fire Service, Public Health, and Children’s Services;
 Business Improvement Districts – Waterloo, Southbank, Vauxhall, Streatham, Brixton and
Clapham;
 Safer Neighbourhood Partnership Chair of Chairs and Waterloo Chair; and,
 The British Beer and Pub Association and Hospitality UK (part formerly the ALMR).
5.3. A six-week statutory consultation period was set in order to be sufficiently long to permit meaningful
engagement with the draft policy.
5.4. The public consultation was undertaken via the Lambeth consultation website from 12/09/1824/10/18. Awareness was also raised via online social media.
5.5. Consultation was undertaken on the redraft of the policy as a whole. Comments were invited on that
and/or what people wanted to see in relation to specific topics or matters of concern. Where only
minor changes were being made to the current Statement of Licensing Policy we sought to draw
attention to those changes and to ask specifically for comments on those (whilst making it clear that
any other comments on other aspects would be considered).
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6.

RISK MANAGEMENT

6.1.

It is a legal requirement to review the policy at least every five years. This new version of the
published policy will mean that the next review is necessary by January 2024, although this can be
brought forward should circumstances change.

7.

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESMENT

7.1.

An equalities impact assessment was carried out and the draft policy will not adversely affect the
holders of existing premises licences, those applying to hold licenses, Responsible Authorities
under the Licensing Act 2003, Council officers and potentially residents of the borough.

8.

COMMUNITY SAFETY

8.1.

One of the four key objectives in the Licensing Act is to prevent crime and disorder.

9.

ORGANISATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

9.1.

None.

10.

TIMETABLE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Draft 1 to Licensing Committee and consent granted to undertake public
consultation
Formal public consultation exercise via Lambeth website
Consideration of consultation responses and compilation of resulting
proposed revisions to the draft Statement of Licensing Policy
Report back to Licensing Committee requesting Committee to consider the
outcome of the public consultation exercise and agree the proposed draft
policy revisions; and make recommendations for adoption of a final
Statement of Licensing Policy by Full Council
Proofing and cosmetic changes
Report to Cabinet proposing new draft Statement of Licensing Policy 20192024 for approval and adoption by Full Council
Report to Full Council setting out public consultation results and proposing
new draft Statement of Licensing Policy 2019-2024 (to be attached to
report) for approval and adoption

04/09/18
12/09/18-24/10/18
Oct - Nov 18

27/11/18
Nov 18 - Jan 19
17/12/18
23/01/19
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Agenda Item 9

Council 23 January 2019
Report title: Council Motions
Wards: All
Report Authorised by: Acting Strategic Director Corproate Resources: Christina Thompson
Contact for enquiries: Wayne Chandai, Head of Chief Executive’s Office and Democratic
Services Manager, 020 7926 0029, wchandai@lambeth.gov.uk

Report summary
Motions and amendments submitted by Councillors, in accordance with Standing Order 13, are set out
below. Motion 1 and 2 will be debated as per council and committee rules and procedures.

Key to shading
Bold – additions
Strikethrough – deletions

Motion 1: Green
Motion to declare a Climate Emergency
Full Council notes:
1.
Humans have already caused irreversible climate change, the impacts of which are being felt around
the world. Global temperatures have already increased by 1 degree Celsius from pre-industrial levels.
Atmospheric CO2 levels are above 400 parts per million (ppm). This far exceeds the 350 ppm deemed
to be a safe level for humanity;
2.
In order to reduce the chance of runaway Global Warming and limit the effects of Climate Breakdown,
it is imperative that we reduce our CO2eq (carbon equivalent) emissions from their current 6.5 tonnes
per person per year to less than 2 tonnes as soon as possible; [1]
3.
Individuals cannot be expected to make this reduction on their own. Society needs to change its laws,
taxation, infrastructure, etc., to make low carbon living easier and the new norm;
4.
Carbon emissions result from both production and consumption;
5.
Unfortunately, our current plans and actions are not enough. The world is on track to overshoot the
Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C limit before 2050; [2], [3]
6.
In Lambeth, the consequences of inaction to address this emergency will include:

Increased risk of flooding and damage to buildings and infrastructure.

Health problems, particularly for children, the disabled and older people.

Higher energy and food costs.

Increases in social injustice and inequality.
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7.

8.

The IPCC’s Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, published in October, describes the
enormous harm that a 2°C rise is likely to cause compared to a 1.5°C rise, and told us that limiting
Global Warming to 1.5°C may still be possible with ambitious action from national and sub-national
authorities, civil society, the private sector and local communities; [3]
Councils around the world, including Bristol, Brighton & Hove and Stroud, have responded by
declaring a ‘Climate Emergency’ and committing resources to address this emergency.[4]

Full Council believes that:
1.
Central government guidelines to cut carbon emissions by 80% by 2050 is not a sufficiently urgent
response.
2.
All governments (national, regional and local) have a duty to limit the negative impacts of Climate
Breakdown, and local governments that recognise this should not wait for their national governments
to change their policies. It is important for the residents of Lambeth, London and the UK that councils
commit to carbon neutrality as quickly as possible
3.
Cities are uniquely placed to lead the world in reducing carbon emissions, as they are in many ways
easier to decarbonise than rural areas – for example because of their capacity for heat networks and
mass transit.
4.
The consequences of global temperatures rising above 1.5°C are so severe that preventing this from
happening must be humanity’s number one priority.
5.
Bold climate action can deliver economic and social benefits in terms of new jobs, economic savings,
market opportunities and improved health and well-being.
Full Council calls on the Leader of the Council to:
1.
Declare a ‘Climate Emergency’;
2.
Pledge to work to make the Borough of Lambeth carbon neutral by 2030, taking into account both
production and consumption emissions
3.
Call on Westminster and the London Mayor to provide the powers and resources to make the 2030
target possible;
4.
Work with other Local Authorities (within London and across the UK) to determine and implement best
practice methods to limit Global Warming to less than 1.5°C;
5.
Continue to work with partners across the borough and beyond to deliver this new goal through all
relevant strategies and plans;
6.
Create a non-partisan Task and Finish group that includes members and officers, which will report to
Full Council within six months with actions for the Council to take to address this climate emergency.
Council resolves:
1.
To call on central Government to provide additional powers and resources to support local and
national action towards the 2030 target.
2.
To pledge to do everything within the Council’s power to make Lambeth carbon neutral by 2030
3.
To implement the report from the Task and Finish Group in 6 months time, to set out a plan of action,
including clear targets and transparent reporting in line with the Paris Agreement to limit global
warming to 1.5C
4.
To include planning and support in the borough for adaptation to the climate change that is already
happening
5.
To develop a strategy for Lambeth Council to play a leadership role in promoting community, public
and business partnerships for this Carbon Neutral 2030 commitment throughout Lambeth
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6.

7.
8.

To work with partner bodies across Lambeth and London to ensure the climate emergency is
adequately reflected in the development and implementation of all borough wide strategies and plans
including Transport and Local plans.
To work with key partner organisations to investigate all possible sources of external funding to
support this commitment
To provide an annual report on progress made.

Amendment 1: Labour:
Motion to declare a Climate Emergency
Full Council notes:
1.
Humans have already caused irreversible climate change, the impacts of which are being felt around
the world. Global temperatures have already increased by 1 degree Celsius from pre-industrial levels.
Atmospheric CO2 levels are above 400 parts per million (ppm). This far exceeds the 350 ppm deemed
to be a safe level for humanity;
2.
In order to reduce the chance of runaway Global Warming and limit the effects of Climate Breakdown,
it is imperative that we reduce our CO2eq (carbon equivalent) emissions from their current 6.5 tonnes
per person per year to less than 2 tonnes as soon as possible; [1]
3.
Individuals cannot be expected to and collective action is needed to make this reduction on their
own. Society needs to change its laws, taxation, infrastructure, etc., to make low carbon living easier
and the new norm;
4.
Carbon emissions result from both production and consumption;
5.
Unfortunately, our current plans and actions are not enough. The world is on track to overshoot the
Paris Agreement’s 1.5°C limit before 2050; [2], [3]
6.
In Lambeth, the consequences of government inaction to address this emergency will include:

Increased risk of flooding and damage to buildings and infrastructure.

Health problems, particularly for children, the disabled and older people.

Higher energy and food costs.

Increases in social injustice and inequality.
7.
The IPCC’s Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5°C, published in October, describes the
enormous harm that a 2°C rise is likely to cause compared to a 1.5°C rise, and told us that limiting
Global Warming to 1.5°C may still be possible with ambitious action from national and sub-national
authorities, civil society, the private sector and local communities; [3]
8.
This administration has shown leadership by being one of the first local authorities to set out a
clear plan to divest their pension portfolio from carbon intensive fossil fuel assets.
9.
This council has already taken bold steps towards carbon neutrality, including changing street
lights to LED alternatives; reducing council offices from 14 buildings to two; changing our
parks maintenance fleet to electric vehicles and prioritising greener and healthier transport
methods in our draft Transport Strategy.
10. The council is also working with local organisations, such as Repowering London, to build
community energy projects; building new, high-quality, energy-efficient council homes
through Homes for Lambeth and is continuing to lobby for the Ultra Low Emission Zone to be
extended across the borough.
811. The Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan, and Councils around the world, including Bristol, Brighton &
Hove and Stroud, have responded by declaring a ‘Climate Emergency’ and committing resources to
address this emergency.[4]
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Full Council believes that:
1.
Central government guidelines to cut carbon emissions by 80% by 2050 is not a sufficiently urgent
response.
2.
All governments (national, regional and local) have a duty to limit the negative impacts of Climate
Breakdown, and local governments that recognise this should not wait for their national governments
to change their policies. It is important for the residents of Lambeth, London and the UK that councils
commit to carbon neutrality as quickly as possible
3.
Cities are uniquely placed to lead the world in reducing carbon emissions, as they are in many ways
easier to decarbonise than rural areas – for example because of their capacity for heat networks and
mass transit.
4.
The consequences of global temperatures rising above 1.5°C are so severe that preventing this from
happening must be humanity’s number one priority.
5.
Bold climate action can deliver economic and social benefits in terms of new jobs, economic savings,
market opportunities and improved health and well-being.
Full Council calls on the Leader of the Council resolves to:
1.
Declare a ‘Climate Emergency’;
2.
Pledge to work to make the Borough of Lambeth carbon neutral by 2030, taking into account both
production and consumption emissions
3.
Call on Westminster to address their chronic lack of action and funding for carbon reduction
initiatives by and the London Mayor to provide providing the powers and resources to the Mayor of
London and local authorities to make the 2030 target possible;
4.
Continue to work with other Local Authorities (within London and across the UK) to determine and
implement best practice methods to limit Global Warming to less than 1.5°C;
5.
Continue to work with partners across the borough and beyond to deliver this new goal through all
relevant strategies and plans;
6. Create a non-partisan Task and Finish group that includes members and officers, which will report to Full
Council within six months with actions for the Council to take to address this climate emergency.
Council resolves:
1.
To call on central Government to provide additional powers and resources to support local and
national action towards the 2030 target.
2.
To pledge to do everything within the Council’s power to make Lambeth carbon neutral by 2030
3.
To implement the report from the Task and Finish Group in 6 months time, to set out a plan of action,
including clear targets and transparent reporting in line with the Paris Agreement to limit global
warming to 1.5C
4.
To include continue our planning and support in the borough for adaptation to the climate change
that is already happening
5.
To develop a strategy for Lambeth Council to play a leadership role in promoting community, public
and business partnerships for this Carbon Neutral 2030 commitment throughout Lambeth
6.
To continue to work with partner bodies across Lambeth and London to ensure the climate
emergency is adequately reflected in the development and implementation of all borough wide
strategies and plans including Transport and Local plans.
7.
To continue to work with key partner organisations to investigate all possible sources of external
funding to support this commitment
8.
To draw up a Climate Change Action Plan and provide an annual report on progress made.
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Motion 2: Labour
Poverty in the UK and Lambeth
Lambeth Council:
 Welcomes the Report of Professor Philip Alston, United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme
poverty and human rights, into poverty in the UK.
 Agrees with Professor Alston that: ‘the experience of the United Kingdom, especially since 2010,
underscores the conclusion that poverty is a political choice. Austerity could easily have spared the
poor, if the political will had existed to do so.’
 Agrees with Professor Alston that “local authorities, especially in England, which perform vital roles in
providing a real social safety net have been gutted by a series of government policies.”
 Fully supports the statement that “For almost one in every two children to be poor in twenty-first
century Britain is not just a disgrace, but a social calamity and an economic disaster, all rolled into
one.”
 Notes that over the past 8 years Lambeth’s funding from central government has been cut by 56%.
 Notes that whilst rightly condemning Conservative and Liberal Democrat central government policies
such as austerity imposed on councils and Universal Credit, Professor Alston praises the creativity of
councils in seeking to protect their vulnerable residents.
Notes that:
 Two-thirds of children living in poverty in London live in a household where at least one parent is in
paid employment. In work poverty occurs because of low wages, exploitative contracts, cuts to welfare
and rising living costs.
 Only 15 of London’s 32 boroughs are accredited London Living Wage employers. Lambeth was one of
the first councils to pay the London Living Wage and accreditation was granted by the Living Wage
Foundation in 2012.
 The London Food Poverty Campaign named Lambeth as the council with the most effective
approach to food poverty in London whilst neighbouring Conservative-run boroughs of
Wandsworth and Westminster came last and second-last.
 This council is supporting the creation of a record number of better paid jobs and new
businesses. For example, we have recently secured the commitment for the London Living Wage at
International House, a former council office building which will become one of the biggest affordable
workspaces in London.
 The council’s financial resilience strategy has helped thousands of residents with debt advice, to get
the benefits they deserve, to boost their incomes and to be supported through the introduction of
Conservative welfare reforms.
 This council has made it a priority to give young people the best start in life, by securing record
investment in the most deprived areas through the Lambeth Early Action Partnership, putting youth
services in the hands of young people through the Young Lambeth Cooperative (YLC) and working
with the voluntary sector to keep open adventure playgrounds, one o’clock clubs and children’s
centres despite the scale of government cuts.
 Despite this, too many Lambeth children - over 21,000 - still live in poverty.
Council resolves to:
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Commit to working with our public health team and across the council to look into the issue of
local poverty and reviewing if there is even more we can do to reduce it despite the failures of
central government.
Renew our financial resilience strategy to provide support and advice to people adversely
affected by government welfare policies and universal credit.
Deliver the recommendations of Lambeth’s Equality Commission, including the ‘Routeways’
project which helps residents escape low pay.
Ring-fence funding from our developer tax to invest in services for children and youth services in every
part of Lambeth.
Continue to work with schools, children’s centres and the voluntary sector to protect front -line
services in the borough from government cuts.
Continue to campaign against the government’s austerity measures which are increasing
poverty and misery in Lambeth and across the country.

Amendment 1: Green:
Poverty in the UK and Lambeth
Lambeth Council:
 Welcomes the Report of Professor Philip Alston, United Nations Special Rapporteur on extreme
poverty and human rights, into poverty in the UK.
 Agrees with Professor Alston that: ‘the experience of the United Kingdom, especially since 2010,
underscores the conclusion that poverty is a political choice. Austerity could easily have spared the
poor, if the political will had existed to do so.’
 Agrees with Professor Alston that “local authorities, especially in England, which perform vital roles in
providing a real social safety net have been gutted by a series of government policies.”
 Fully supports the statement that “For almost one in every two children to be poor in twenty-first
century Britain is not just a disgrace, but a social calamity and an economic disaster, all rolled into
one.”
 Notes that over the past 8 years Lambeth’s funding from central government has been cut by 56%.
 Notes that whilst rightly condemning Conservative and Liberal Democrat central government policies
such as austerity imposed on councils and Universal Credit, Professor Alston praises the creativity of
councils in seeking to protect their vulnerable residents.
Notes that:
 Two-thirds of children living in poverty in London live in a household where at least one parent is in
paid employment. In work poverty occurs because of low wages, exploitative contracts, cuts to
welfare and rising living costs.
 Only 15 of London’s 32 boroughs are accredited London Living Wage employers. Lambeth was one
of the first councils to pay the London Living Wage and accreditation was granted by the Living
Wage Foundation in 2012. However Lambeth still holds several large contracts with suppliers
who do not pay the London Living Wage such as their £1,400,000,000 shared contract with
the Western Riverside Waste Authority who are not a London Living Wage Employer.
 The London Food Poverty Campaign named Lambeth as the council with the most effective
approach to food poverty in London whilst neighbouring Conservative-run boroughs of
Wandsworth and Westminster came last and second-last.
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This council is supporting the creation of a record number of bet ter paid jobs and new
businesses. For example, we have recently secured the commitment for the London Living Wage
at International House, a former council office building which will become one of the biggest
affordable workspaces in London.
The council’s financial resilience strategy has helped thousands of residents with debt advice, to get
the benefits they deserve, to boost their incomes and to be supported through the introduction of
Conservative welfare reforms.
This council has made it a priority to give young people the best start in life, by securing record
investment in the most deprived areas through the Lambeth Early Action Partnership, putting youth
services in the hands of young people through the Young Lambeth Cooperative (YLC) and working
with the voluntary sector to keep open adventure playgrounds, one o’clock clubs and children’s
centres despite the scale of government cuts.
Despite this, too many Lambeth children - over 21,000 (1 in 3)- still live in poverty.

Council resolves to:
 Commit to working with our public health team and across the council to look into the issue of
local poverty and reviewing if there is even more we can do to reduce it despite the failures of
central government.
 Renew our financial resilience strategy to provide support and advice to people adversely
affected by government welfare policies and universal credit.
 Deliver the recommendations of Lambeth’s Equality Commission, including the ‘Routeways’
project which helps residents escape low pay.
 Ring-fence funding from our developer tax to invest in services for children and youth services in every
part of Lambeth.
 Continue to fund all 23 children’s centres in the borough and Special Education Needs
and Disability funding in schools at current levels and to work with schools, children’s
centres and the voluntary sector to protect front-line services in the borough from government
cuts.
 Continue to campaign against the government’s austerity measures which are increasing
poverty and misery in Lambeth and across the country.
 Work towards the payment of London Living Wage by the remaining 18% of suppliers
that Lambeth Council has contracts with that do not currently pay the London Living
Wage.

Motion 3: Conservative
To break all links with the Maduro regime in Venezuela
Council notes that Labour councillors and activists in Lambeth previously attended events and fundraisers in
support of the Socialist Maduro regime in Venezuela. Labour councillors previously refused to specifically
apologise for their support of this regime, instead agreeing to ‘condemn violence on all sides’. They refused
to specifically condemn the violence against the people of Venezuela carried out by the Maduro regime,
including death squads and Chavismo militias. They refused to apologise for the approval of the regime
expressed by their leader Jeremy Corbyn.
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Council notes that inflation in Venezuela is now 60,324% a year. An estimated 81% of the population live in
poverty, with 9.6 million people having two or less meals a day. 8 million school children have stopped
attending school. Water and electricity are cut off for parts of the day, health services have broken down,
standards of living are plummeting, an estimated 2.6 million people are fleeing the country, yet still the
regime tries to blame anyone but itself.
On behalf of the substantial Latin American community in Lambeth, and without any attempt to amend or
justify its previous failures, Council expresses its support for the people of Venezuela over their oppressors,
and agrees to:
-

Apologise for Labour councillors and activists having provided money and encouragement to prop up
this dictatorship;
Apologise for Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn and other hard-Left Labour politicians attempting to
justify their support for this dictatorship;
Condemn the violence carried out by the regime against its own people, and the violation of the
Venezuelan constitution and the Rule of Law that protects minorities;
Condemn the collapse of the economy and of law and order, used as an excuse to justify the Socialist
regime’s continued existence;
Most importantly, Council agrees to learn from history, that each failed Socialist regime should not be
dismissed as being ‘not real Socialism’, to avoid another 100 million people perishing under the
banner of waste, handouts, political patronage, and fake moral superiority.

Amendment 1: Labour:
To break all links with the Maduro regime in Venezuela
Council notes that Labour councillors and activists in Lambeth previously attended events and fundraisers in
support of the Socialist Maduro regime in Venezuela. Labour councillors previously refused to specifically
apologise for their support of this regime, instead agreeing to ‘condemn violence on all sides’. They refused
to specifically condemned the violence against the people of Venezuela carried out by the Maduro regime,
including death squads and Chavismo militias. They refused to apologise for the approval of the regime
expressed by their leader Jeremy Corbyn. in the Labour group amendment to Councillor Briggs motion in
October 2017.
Council notes that inflation in Venezuela is now 60,324% a year. An estimated 81% of the population live in
poverty, with 9.6 million people having two or less meals a day. 8 million school children have stopped
attending school. Water and electricity are cut off for parts of the day, health services have broken down,
standards of living are plummeting, an estimated 2.6 million people are fleeing the country, yet still the
regime tries to blame anyone but itself.
On behalf of the substantial Latin American community in Lambeth, and without any attempt to amend or
justify its previous failures, Council expresses its support for the people of Venezuela over their oppressors,
and agrees to:
Apologise for Labour councillors and activists having provided money and encouragement to prop up
this dictatorship;
Apologise for Labour Leader Jeremy Corbyn and other hard-Left Labour politicians attempting to
justify their support for this dictatorship;
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-

Condemn the violence carried out by the regime against its own people, and the violation of the
Venezuelan constitution and the Rule of Law that protects minorities;
Condemn the collapse of the economy and of law and order, used as an excuse to justify the Socialist
regime’s continued existence;
Most importantly, Council agrees to learn from history, that each failed Socialist regime should not be
dismissed as being ‘not real Socialism’, to avoid another 100 million people perishing under the
banner of waste, handouts, political patronage, and fake moral superiority.

Council believes that the Conservative party in Lambeth should stop using the appalling crimes of
the Maduro regime for cheap and irrelevant political point-scoring and that Councillor Briggs should
stop making false and absurd assertions about the actions of fellow councillors.

Motion 4: Labour
Parental leave
This Council notes:
 That analysis of the 2018 Local Election results by the Fawcett Society found that only 34% of
councillors in England are women, up 1% since 2017. Of the seats that were up for election in 2018,
38% went to women, up just 3 percentage points on 2014 when these seats were last contested;
 That across England, Labour has improved its representation since seats were last up for grabs, with
45% women compared with 40% in 2014, Liberal Democrat representation up from 34% to 36% whilst
the Conservative Party saw a fall from 31% to 29% in the share of its councillors who are female;
 That as of the 2018 local elections, only 26 out of 119 Labour councils and only 33 out of 130
opposition Labour Groups are led by women;
 As of summer 2017, only 4% of councils in England and Wales have parental leave policies, according
to research by the Fawcett Society;
 That the equalities section of the Labour Party Democracy Review mandates all Labour councils and
Labour Groups to introduce a parental leave policy for to cover their group and their council as
applicable;
 That the role of a councillor should be open to all, regardless of their background, and that introducing
a parental leave policy is a step towards encouraging a wider range of people to become councillors,
and is also a step to encourage existing councillors who may want to start a family to remain as
councillors;
 That parental leave must apply to parents regardless of their gender, and that it should also cover
adoption leave to support those parents who choose to adopt.
This Council resolves:
 To adopt the parental leave policy drafted by the Local Government Association Labour Group’s
Women’s Taskforce to give all councillors an entitlement to parental leave after giving birth or
adopting;
 To ensure that councillors with children and other caring commitments are supported as appropriate;
 To notify the LGA Labour Group that this council has passed a motion at full council to adopt the
parental leave policy.
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Motion 5: Labour
Ending Section 21 evictions
This Council notes that:
 With homeownership out of reach for many people, the number of households nationally who are
renting privately has almost doubled over the last 20 years, and it is estimated that four out of ten
homes in Lambeth are now rented privately.
 The government’s consultation earlier this year on changes to the length of fixed-term tenancies from
six months to three years, whilst still permitting a tenant to end a tenancy early if they wish, was
welcome as it gives tenants more security, and allows them a certain degree of flexibility in case their
circumstances change.
 However, the Government did not consult on abolishing Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988, which
allows landlords to evict tenants at the end of a fixed-term tenancy without providing them with a
reason. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation recently estimated that 80 percent of all evictions since
2015 occurred under the provisions of Section 21.
 The threat of a “no-fault eviction” can cause great insecurity and stress for people who rent privately in
Lambeth and it discourages tenants from complaining about substandard privately rented
accommodation.
 Lambeth Council is taking action to improve conditions in the private rented sector by expanding its
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) licensing scheme and prosecuting rogue landlords who put
tenants at risk with substandard and overcrowded accommodation.
 The Lambeth Labour manifesto pledged ‘to campaign for more powers from central government to
improve the standard and security of the private rented sector and for controls on rent rises.’
This Council believes that:
 Abolishing section 21 would help to make renting more secure, improve standards and increase
tenant confidence.
This council resolves to:
 Write to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, asking him to
abolish Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 and to speedily implement the Government’s other
proposal to extend fixed-term tenancies as the very first steps to end insecurity and unfairness in the
private rented sector.
 Introduce a Private Renters Charter, as set out in the Lambeth Labour manifesto, to set out the rights
of renters and what support the council can give to them.
 To consult with private renters, landlords and organisations that support private renters on what the
charter should include and what more the council could do to support them.
Amendment 1: Conservative:
Ending Section 21 evictions
This Council notes that:


With homeownership out of reach for many people, the number of households nationally who are
renting privately has almost doubled over the last 20 years, and it is estimated that four out of ten
homes in Lambeth are now rented privately.
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The government’s consultation earlier this year on changes to the length of some fixed-term
tenancies from six months to three years, whilst still permitting a tenant to end a tenancy early if they
wish, was welcome as it gives tenants more security, and allows them a certain degree of flexibility
in case their circumstances change.
However, the Government did not consult on abolishing Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988, which
allows landlords to evict tenants at the end of a fixed-term tenancy without providing them with a
reason. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation recently estimated that 80 percent of all evictions since
2015 occurred under the provisions of Section 21.
The threat of a “no-fault eviction” can cause great insecurity and stress for people who rent privately
in Lambeth, and which is why Sections 33 and 34 of the Deregulation Act 2015 specifically
legislates to ensure that the threat of eviction does not discourages tenants from complaining
about substandard privately rented accommodation. Sadly council tenants in properties with
Lambeth Council as their landlord are discouraged from complaining about repairs by often
being simply ignored.
Lambeth Council is taking shamefully limited action to improve conditions in the private rented
sector by expanding its Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) licensing scheme and prosecuting the
small percentage of rogue landlords who put tenants at risk with substandard and overcrowded
accommodation, but equally no action to help prosecute the small percentage of rogue tenants
who damage properties and fail to pay rent, increasing costs for all renters.
The Lambeth Labour manifesto pledged ‘to campaign for more powers from central government to
improve the standard and security of the private rented sector and for controls on rent rises.’, on an
issue which Labour councillors appear unable to understand in a non-political way in order to
influence Government effectively.

This council believes that:


Abolishing section 21 would not help to make renting more secure, improve standards and increase
tenant confidence as it would remove the proximity of the one person that needs to be
motivated to carry out repairs and maintain the value, condition and integrity of the property
– the landlord. In so doing Council will avoid returning to the failed Labour policies of the
1970s, when tenanted properties went unrepaired and private landlords had less incentive to
buy, build or maintain the properties they owned.

This council resolves to:




Write to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, asking him to
abolish support Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 and to speedily implement the Government’s
other proposal to extend some fixed-term tenancies as the very first steps to end insecurity and
unfairness in the private rented sector.
Support the provisions of the Homes (Fitness for Human Habitation) Act 2018, which
strengthens the rights of private renters, coming into force this 20th March 2019



Support the provisions of the Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 to end street homelessness
in Lambeth



Not waste money on the usual Labour pretend-to-do-something but actually-do-nothing
Introduce a Private Renters Charter, as set out in the Lambeth Labour manifesto, to set out the
rights of renters and what support the council can give to them, as this is information that is
already available.



To consult with private renters, landlords and organisations that support private renters on what the
charter should include and what more the council could do to support them, such as employing
more staff to enforce standards in the private rented sector, and by fining landlords, increase
the income of the Council to carry out such work;
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Support the pledges of the Lambeth Conservative manifesto to end the housing scandals
under Labour which impact on all non-homeowners, and:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Underwrite the rent deposit money needed for tenants in private sector housing
Build pop-up homes for people in inadequate temporary accommodation
Repair Lambeth homes properly
Ensure that residents are safe from fire risks after years of neglect under Labour
Stop all estate demolitions to allow for a proper ballot of residents
Build 1,000 new homes just on unused council land like next-door Wandsworth
Council, and
Lobby the useless Labour Mayor to keep his broken promises on housing.

Amendment 2: Green:
Ending Section 21 evictions
This Council notes that:
 With homeownership out of reach for many people, the number of households nationally who are
renting privately has almost doubled over the last 20 years, and it is estimated that four out of ten
homes in Lambeth are now rented privately.
 The government’s consultation earlier this year on changes to the length of fixed-term tenancies from
six months to three years, whilst still permitting a tenant to end a tenancy early if they wish, was
welcome as it gives tenants more security, and allows them a certain degree of flexibility in case their
circumstances change.
 However, the Government did not consult on abolishing Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988, which
allows landlords to evict tenants at the end of a fixed-term tenancy without providing them with a
reason. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation recently estimated that 80 percent of all evictions since
2015 occurred under the provisions of Section 21.
 The threat of a “no-fault eviction” can cause great insecurity and stress for people who rent privately in
Lambeth and it discourages tenants from complaining about substandard privately rented
accommodation.
 Lambeth Council is taking action to improve conditions in the private rented sector by expanding its
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMO) licensing scheme and prosecuting rogue landlords who put
tenants at risk with substandard and overcrowded accommodation.
 The London Assembly ‘Letting them get away with it’ report, authored by Green London
Assembly member Sian Berry, highlights that despite receiving 44 complaints about letting
agents, Lambeth Council only made 4 visits to letting agents following a complaint and issued
5 warning letters or notice of intent letters.
 Lambeth Council has only made 1 prosecution against rogue landlords compared to 59 in
Camden between December 2017 and August 2018.
 The Lambeth Labour manifesto pledged ‘to campaign for more powers from central government to
improve the standard and security of the private rented sector and for controls on rent rises.’
This council believes that:
 Abolishing section 21 would help to make renting more secure, improve standards and increase
tenant confidence.
This council resolves to:
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Write to the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government, asking him to
abolish Section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 and to speedily implement the Government’s other
proposal to extend fixed-term tenancies as the very first steps to end insecurity and unfairness in the
private rented sector.
Introduce a Private Renters Charter, as set out in the Lambeth Labour manifesto, to set out the rights
of renters and what support the council can give to them.
To consult with private renters, landlords, London Renters Union and organisations that support
private renters on what the charter should include and what more the council could do to support
them.
Use its existing powers more effectively, as other boroughs do, to crack down on rogue
landlords.
Consult with a view to implement a borough-wide landlord licensing for all private rented
homes, to raise standards for renters and ensure rogue landlords are prosecuted.
Urge Housing Associations as publicly financed bodies to stop using Section 21 evictions
Congratulate the Metropolitan Thames Valley Housing Association for changing its policy and
accepting the duty to re-house around 30 Assured Shorthold tenants threatened with
homelessness on the Clapham Park Estate
Ask Metropolitan Thames Valley to accept its responsibility to re-house the other Assured
Shorthold tenants on the Clapham park estate who were threatened with eviction using Section
21 powers and left the estate, and to insist Metropolitan Thames Valley contact those who are
now in private lettings at rents they cannot afford, communicate their new policy and offer
compensation, redress and rehousing within the borough.
_______________________
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